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IN THIS ISSU E..........
We pursue further two related themes 
which have been a central concern of 
ALR for some time.
Brian Aarons examines the theoretical 
and practical problems involved in the 
development of a socialist strategy for 
Australia. Further contributions are wel­
come on this subject, about which a deb­
ate within the Australian left still con­
tinues.
Michel Raptis (Pablo) discusses the main 
features of self-management, both sis a 
model for socialism and in relation to  the 
socialist struggle today, thus linking up 
with some of the concerns of strategy.
The socialist struggle in Australia must 
take special account of the ALP. The nat­
ure of the ALP and the requirement for 
winning its mass base to support for soc­
ialism have for decades been vexed prob­
lems for the left. The recent publication 
of Catley and McFarlane’s analysis of 
ALP policies (“ From Tweedledum to 
Tweedle'dee” ) has attracted thre review 
articles from different perspectives and 
points of view.
International aspects of socialist struggle 
grow more important. In this issue, we 
publish an abbreviated version of a recent 
Japanese Communist Party statement on 
international affairs (especially detente). 
Next issue, we will publish in full a 
‘Nhan Dan’ editorial which two years ago 
set out the North Vietnamese view on 
detente and revolution.
Essential to  socialist politics is an under­
standing of the existing conditions of 
workers and other oppressed groups. Pat 
McDade, a young seaman, discusses the 
industrial problems and alienation of one 
such group — the seafarers.
Mavis Robertson reviews McNeal’s book on 
the life of Krupskaya, Lenin’s wife, com­
panion in struggle and a revolutionary fig­
ure in her own right.
Finally, three discussion pieces on previous 
ALR articles.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
This article attempts to deal theoretically 
with the essential components and aspects 
of a socialist strategy and to apply these prin­
ciples to Australian circumstances. It is hoped 
to take up some of the more fundamental 
theoretical questions and more specific analy­
ses and examples in a future article.
“Attention, therefore, must be devoted 
principally to raising the workers to the level 
of revolutionaries; it is not at all our task to 
descend to the level of the working masses 
as the Economists wish to do, or to the level 
of the ‘average worker' as Svoboda desires to 
d o ......... ”
-  Lenin, “What Is To Be Done”, 
Collected Works, Vol. 5, pp .470-1.
Any revolutionary strategy which is not 
just a collection of abstract formulae must 
contain five main elements:
1. A theory about society and social 
change: a view about how changes 
occur in society, how they might 
occur in a particular society, how 
and in what conditions ruling classes 
are overthrown.
2. A political theory: a conception 
and view of politics which guides 
the day-to-day political practice of 
a party, its cadres and members.
3. An analysis of the specific society: 
for a revolutionary, both elements 
of this analysis -  the present situat­
ion and the likely future course of 
events -  are essential.
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4. A conception (model) of the social­
ist society aimed for: only by a clear 
view of the ultimate goal of political 
involvement and struggle can a revol­
utionary movement orient its struggles 
and see the relation of its political 
practice to the given circumstances
in which it works. The type of social­
ist society aimed for affects the 
strategy and practice adopted.
5. A plan of action: based on the above 
four elements, any revolutionary 
party must have a plan which guides 
its work, sets its priorities and gives 
it a yardstick by which to measure 
and assess its work. The plan is the 
strategy proper, but without the 
framework and analyses provided by 
the first four points, it means little.
All five elements are essential to, and tog­
ether make up, a revolutionary strategy. In 
general, incorrect or inadequate strategies 
are characterised by omission of one or 
more of the above elements, by exaggerated 
emphasis on one or some of them and/or 
outright errors on one or more points. 
* * * * * * *
The essence of the revolutionary strategy 
elaborated by the CPA over the last seven 
years can be expressed as follows:
“Counter-hegemony plus the possibility 
of (and preparation for) a revolution­
ary situation.”
This (admittedly over-simplified) formula 
sums up the two essential aspects of the rev­
olutionary process on which a revolutionary 
party must base itself. If either aspect is ig­
nored or down-graded, a party falls into either 
idealist (or gradualist) propagandising or left­
ist posturing.
“Counter-hegemony” expresses the sub­
jective aspect of the revolutionary process: 
the necessity for mass preparation by win­
ning people to an alternative view of the 
world for which they are prepared to fight 
because of their discontent with the exist­
ing state of affairs. Only if a basic core 
force has been won to this socialist world 
view, and only if this world view has achiev­
ed some mass standing, will the revolution­
ary movement be able to utilise a crisis and 
win vast numbers to its program for resolv­
ing the crisis.
“The possibility of a revolutionary situat­
ion” expresses the objective aspect: the need 
for a sharp social crisis before the possibility 
of the overthrow of the capitalist class can 
be opened up, and the transition to social­
ism accomplished. Against those who in ess­
ence deny the possibility of such crises, and/ 
or the possibility of turning them into revol­
utionary situations by a favourable balance 
of forces plus correct revolutionary interven­
tion, we declare that such crises are both 
possible and essential for the transition to 
socialism to occur.
The manner in which such a crisis may 
occur cannot of course be specified, but 
“spontaneous” mass upsurges as in France 
in May 1968, or capitalist challenge to a 
"peacefully” elected left government are 
possible forms.
The combination of the two parts of 
this formula is as essential as each part, and 
should be seen in a dialectical and dynamic 
way, not as a static sum. What this means is 
that the two elements interact with each 
other, e.g. counter-hegemonic work helps 
to decide whether and how a social crisis 
develops.
[The socialist traditions of the French 
workers was an important factor in their res­
ponse to the student demonstrations and the 
one-day general strike on May 13, 1968.]
Moreover, the relative importance of 
each varies with time and the given circum­
stances. Clearly, a revolutionary party in 
conditions such as the present has as 
its main aim counter-hegemonic work to 
build a mass base of support. If we act as 
if we already had such a base, and rely on 
a coining crisis, we commit a dangerous 
error.
Examining the five elements in more 
detail:
1. “To say, however, that ideologists 
(i.e. politically conscious leaders) 
cannot divert the movement from 
the path determined by the inter­
action of environment and elem­
ents is to ignore the simple truth 
that the conscious element partic­
ipates in this interaction and in the 
determination of the path.”
-  Lenin: “A Talk With Def­
enders of Economism”, 
(Collected Works, Vol. 5, 
p. 316).
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The formula “counter-hegemony plus the 
possibility of a revolutionary situation” bases 
itself on a view of the social process which 
recognises two aspects and components of 
social development: the “ spontaneous” and 
the “conscious". Much could be written 
about the definitions of, differences between 
and inter-relations of these two aspects, and 
I will elaborate in more detail on these points 
in a future article.,
Briefly, the “spontaneous” means the 
more “objective” aspects of the political- 
social process: those processes and events 
which occur independent of the wishes and 
thinking of particular social groups (e.g. 
classes and parties).
What is spontaneous from one point of 
view is not necessarily spontaneous from 
another. As far as the CPA (say) is concerned, 
there are clearly many events which occur 
in our society independent of what we may 
wish or desire. These are “objective” proc­
esses from our point of view. On the other 
hand, many of these events are the product 
of the interactions between the conscious 
or unconscious wishes and intentions of 
various individuals and groups (in which, as 
Engels pointed out in his Letter to Bloch, no 
one person or group ever gets quite what they 
wanted, and may in fact achieve the oppos­
ite of what they intended). Insofar as this is 
the case, the given events have a “ subjective”
i.e. “conscious” component.
The more unconscious motivations decide 
the events, the more the “objective” aspect 
intrudes. This is also the case with the inter­
vention of rules of behaviour enforced or 
promoted by society at large and the very 
underlying logic of the system.
The revolutionary party consciously int­
ervenes, on the basis of its theory, program 
and strategy in the ongoing flow of “object­
ive” (to it) social events. From time to time, 
the oppressed classes and strata will act 
“spontaneously” from the party’s viewpoint. 
In the new situation presented by the occurr­
ence of “spontaneous” mass actions (or they 
may be “objective” economic events, or 
conscious actions, taken by the ruling class, 
governments, or other political parties), the 
party can choose to intervene in various 
ways. It is the nature and quality of its int­
ervention which are the conscious element 
in the revolutionary process. The degree to 
which the actions proposed by the party are
taken up by vast masses determines how 
effective and influential its conscious inter­
vention will be to the subsequent course 
of events.
The counter-hegemonic/conscious aspect 
of revolutionary work also becomes, via mass 
agitation and propaganda, a part of the spon­
taneous/objective aspect because the nature, 
quality and influence of this propaganda and 
agitation will, in fact, play a part in determ­
ining the future course of “spontaneous” ev­
ents. The “sowing” of revolutionary ideas, 
if they fall on fertile ground (and they will 
only do so if they express and tap in action 
people’s felt needs and wishes) will always 
be a useful activity which will often only 
show its results in unexpected “ spontaneous” 
actions. Continual revolutionary mass work 
over a long period of time “leavens” the soc­
ial ferment and thereby plays its own part in 
the bringing about of spontaneous upsurges.
The “possibility of a revolutionary situat­
ion” relates to the “objective” (“ spontaneous” ) 
aspect. It expresses a belief that the objective 
processes of capitalism are based on an under­
lying logic and dynamics which regularly im­
pels the system towards objective crises of 
various kinds (economic, political, ideologic­
al, ecological, etc.). The occurrence of these 
“objective” crises make possible a correspon­
ding “subjective” crisis, i.e. a “spontaneous” 
upsurge of vast masses of people. This poss­
ibility clearly relies on an analysis of the fun­
damental contradictions and “injustices” of 
the capitalist system (see point 3). It is the 
existence of these (due to the logic and dyn­
amic of the system, which also includes its 
inability to deal fundamentally with its prob­
lems) which make it quite rational and “sci­
entific” to conclude that such crises and up­
surges are possible and likely.
This view of social change differs from 
that implicit in both rightist and leftist strat­
egies. Unlike the former it teaches the revol­
utionary activist to expect the unexpected 
(i.e. crises and abrupt changes of mass con­
sciousness); unlike the latter it teaches us not 
to rely on these alone, but to patiently pre­
pare by working for shifts, no matter how 
small, in mass opinion, by participating 
with the oppressed in the experience of 
struggle according to  the possibilities at the 
time.
Behind both “leftism” and “ rightism” 
lie the same mistake: a failure to see the 
role of the “conscious element” (i.e. the
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interaction of a revolutionary force with 
clear aims) as a necessary ingredient in the 
revolutionary process. This mistake is app­
roached from different sides, but a common 
theoretical (m isconception underlies both: 
a dissociation of the final socialist objective 
from the daily struggle. The rightist does 
not believe it possible to “consciously int­
ervene” in the daily struggle from the per­
spective of the final goal; the leftist does 
not believe it necessary to do so. f For a 
further discussion see the Editorial Comment, 
A LRN o. 35]
2. “ In one word it (Revolutionary 
Social-Democracy) subordinates the 
struggle for reforms to the revolut­
ionary struggle for freedom and 
for Socialism, as a part to the whole.”
-  Lenin, “What Is To Be Done”
(p.109, Panther Edition).
The key feature of the above theory is 
that it sees revolution as a process. It starts 
from the given situation, but acts on that 
situation from the perspective of its final 
goal. Unlike the ultra-left, it does not have 
an “all or nothing” approach but sees the 
importance of winning positions in all areas 
and branches of society by “daily slogging” . 
But unlike the “ right” , it does not confine 
itself to reformist movements and demands 
until the “great day” of an easy socialist 
victory arrives by itself, but seeks always to 
contest capitalist society in all its aspects. 
This means that a key criterion of revolution­
ary work is how effectively it shakes the ex­
isting ideological and social order. This app­
roach does not bow down before numbers -  
its aim is always to involve vast numbers, but 
not just on any demands. From a socialist 
perspective it seeks always to find, by con­
crete analysis and involvement in the mass 
movement, the demands which both articul­
ate a deeply felt need (even if only amongst 
a small section) and project further than the 
existing level of consciousness and action.
The Moratorium, the Women’s Liberation 
Movement, the Springbok campaign, and 
the Builders’ Laborers all illustrate this prin­
ciple very well.
Political methods and approaches follow­
ing from this strategy and guiding daily pol­
itical activity include:
a) The main focus is on raising the conscious­
ness and awareness of masses. All political 
activities (e.g. the contesting and winning
of union positions) should be seen as means 
to this end, not ends in themselves. There­
fore, the criterion for genuinely revolution­
ary work is whether it attempts to advance 
mass consciousness to the best level poss­
ible in the given circumstances (and natur­
ally what is to be regarded as possible must 
be concretely analysed in each case -  but 
the analysis must include the role of the 
revolutionary forces).
b) An important tactical principle is to “push 
back the limits of the possible” [Gorz] to 
show that change is possible and what the 
conditions are for achieving change. And it 
is important to realise that what is possible 
and what is not cannot be predicted in ad­
vance with any certainty. Anyone who 
knows what the workers and people think 
will realise that the formulas and prescript­
ions of the left grouplets about what “must” 
be done are so much hot air. But those who 
exaggerate the low mass level, and are 
afraid to advance propositions and forms of 
action which might not find mass accept­
ance very quickly lapse into reformist and 
conservative methods of work. Between
left adventurism and conservatism there is 
a lot of ground, in which it is possible to 
seek advanced action and raise advanced 
demands and ideas, yet still preserve a mass 
position whether these ideas and actions 
always succeed or not.
c) The political role of a revolutionary move­
ment must be to pose and fight for the to t­
al alternative to the wrongs and injustices 
of the existing system and as the pole of 
attraction for all those discontented with 
the existing order.
d) We recognise the seeming "paradox” of rev­
olutionary politics: revolutionaries need to 
be involved in partial and reforming move­
ments in non-revolutionary periods precise­
ly in order to be in the best position to in­
fluence masses in a revolutionary direction 
during more opportune periods. (And also 
because we support reforms which benefit 
people, because we stand for, and should be 
seen to stand for, a better life for the opp­
ressed).
e) To overcome this paradox we attem pt to 
find and raise transitional demands in the 
mass movements: i.e. demands which tap 
the deepest problems of capitalism, which 
seem "just” and reasonable in a reformist 
context yet which the system finds it very 
difficult to contain.
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f) We reject the assumption common to much 
communist work in the past, that the bigg­
est movements are necessarily mobilised by 
the “broadest”, lowest common denominat­
or demands. In specific circumstances this 
may be the case, and a concrete analysis may 
lead us to mobilise such movements around 
such demands. But on the whole recent exp­
erience indicates that the biggest movements 
are often mobilised around advanced dem­
ands and advanced forms of action. [The 
Moratorium and Springbok campaigns are 
examples]. Why? Because if the demands 
express a real mass feeling (a necessary con­
dition) then radical forms of action which 
are seen to be effective will often have 
more appeal than forms which are seen to
be of limited effectiveness. [Thus the Mor­
atorium occupation of the streets was seen 
to be more effective, and therefore worth­
while, than a week-end or evening march.]
g) It is not always true that the biggest act­
ions are the best. There is room and nece­
ssity for advanced actions by conscious 
forces alongside the broader mass move­
ment, and an advanced action by a small 
group of workers (such as a work-in, an 
occupation or whatever) must be valued 
for the experience it gives them, within 
limits irrespective of the attitude of other 
workers.
h) We value above all those movements, small 
or large, which are a challenge to the exist­
ing order. The aims and demands of a 
movement, so long as it involves people
in addition to the existing revolutionary 
movement, may be as important as the 
numbers involved. The essential thing is 
the type of experience it gives those in­
volved, and the likely future consequen­
ces. A work-in of 20 workers may actual­
ly contribute more to the building of the 
revolutionary movement and the spread­
ing of socialist and radical ideas (remem­
bering that those 20 workers will transmit 
their experiences and ideas to others) than 
a routine strike for more pay by thous­
ands.
i) It is important to grasp that immediate 
success and popularity are not the only 
indicators of correct revolutionary work. 
“Failure” as viewed from an immediate 
perspective may be success in the longer 
term. It is often better to take things fur­
ther, raise radically new ideas, whether 
this gains a favourable response or not,
than to simply tell people what they are 
used to hearing and already know.
j) All the above is predicated on a sensible 
approach to mass revolutionary politics, 
based on a grasp of the correct methods 
for attracting support and interest rather 
than repelling it. The art of how to put 
ideas across is important, and distinguishes 
a revolutionary approach from a sectarian 
one, which shouts slogans at people 
(whether the context is appropriate or 
not) rather than explaining ideas to them 
on the basis of their own experience.
k) All revolutionary political methods are 
relative to time, place and circumstance. 
And there are two general conditions which 
“set the background” for a given practice: 
the “politics of the given period” and the 
“politics of the sharp turn”.
The first expresses the necessity to estab­
lish the general trend of the given period, 
in both its long-term and short-term aspects. 
Is the given period one in which offensive 
or defensive methods are applicable, and on 
a short or long term basis? Is the revolution­
ary movement on the ebb (or flow), or is 
capitalism?
The second expresses the necessity to be 
ready to switch abruptly from the politics 
appropriate to one period and set of circ­
umstances to that of "another, when the 
circumstances themselves change.
Each of these, of course, relies on a con­
crete analysis of the short and long term 
trends of the given period. This leads to the 
next point.
3. The analysis of the given social cond­
itions and the underlying dynamics determ­
ining their direction of evolution and change 
is essential to a revolutionary politics which 
is concerned with an effective intervention 
in real history. The (relative) validity and all- 
sidedness of the analysis are as important as 
the fact of doing it. Those “marxists” with a 
wrong, or one-sided, incomplete analysis may 
be as dangerous and ineffectual as Utopians 
and idealists who proceed from what they 
wish, not from a political interaction with the 
real forces of history and society.
In general, the contradictions and injust­
ices of capitalist society throw up mass move­
ments in various spheres in response to a par­
ticular type or example of oppression. Each
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of these develops its own analysis of what’s 
wrong with society, and almost invariably 
this analysis reflects and grasps only the par­
ticular oppression and injustice with which 
the movement is concerned. It is the task 
of revolutionary socialism to understand each 
example in its own right, to understand the 
deeper causes of the oppression and the 
changes in the ideology, structures and val­
ues of society necessary to remove that opp­
ression. It is also its task to relate the partic­
ular oppression to the sum total of oppress­
ion, to bring an understanding of the partic­
ular movement to the general movement, and 
of the general movement to the activists of 
each particular one. This can only be done by 
an all-sided and deep analysis and understand­
ing of the social formation and social condit­
ions, and in particular of the important and 
determining dynamics.
So to  provide the most effective basis 
for revolutionary activity, the analysis must 
grasp all aspects of the crisis of capitalism 
and also bring out the main sources and 
springs of the crisis and of the various move­
ments which spring up in response to it.
There are three main areas of the analysis:
a) The general features of capitalist develop­
ment common to all advanced capitalist 
countries
b) The particular features of the given cap­
italist society
c) The specific political situation and cont­
ext in which a particular revolutionary 
movement works.
In the space available, it is possible only to 
make a number of key points. [The documents 
of the last three CPA Congresses make these 
and other points in a more extended way and 
are worthy of study. Some of the points be­
low (particularly the scientific-technological 
revolution) are also dealt with in a more ext­
ensive way by Eric Aarons in an article on soc­
ialist strategy in ALR No. 4, 1969.]
a) Worldwide capitalist development since 
the war has been masked by these features:
* The transition from “monopoly capit­
alism to what is variously called state 
monopoly capitalism, neo-capitalism, 
late capitalism, post-scarcity or post­
industrial society. This has been mark­
ed by a qualitatively new level, and
new forms of state intervention in the 
economy and social life generally, as 
an overall planning and co-ordinating 
centre. The state rises above the separ­
ate capitalist interests precisely to 
serve each and everyone the better.
* State intervention and the reorganisat­
ion of the structural features of capit­
alist economy and society, are a nec­
essary strategy for the system to main­
tain itself against the contradictions, 
imbalances and centrifugal forces (ec­
onomic, social, cultural and psychol­
ogical) which threaten to blow it ap­
art. Developing as a necessary adjunct 
to this intervention has been the inc­
reasingly sophisticated use of "social 
engineering” tools by economists, psy­
chologists and social scientists who 
“plan for profit” and serve the inter­
ests of capital rather than of people.
* The scientific and technological revol­
ution which has had an enormous im­
pact on both economic and social fea­
tures of industrial society. Science (ba­
sic research, applied science, technology) 
has become an essential factor in prod­
uction and all related spheres of social 
life (and many others as well). Not only 
has this impacted the growth and dev­
elopment of the economy (above all
by making necessary a change in the 
human factor in production) but it has 
also changed many other aspects of soc­
ial life which will have an important 
bearing on future developments and 
changes. For instance, one can point to 
the communications revolution, made 
possible by scientific and technical dev­
elopments in electronics, which has 
wrought massive changes in the forms 
and types of information exchange 
with many consequences, one of which 
is the ability of the capitalist controll­
ers to  manipulate mass opinion and 
emotions via the mass media.
* The realisation, due to economic growth 
and the scientific-technological revolut­
ion, of the potential to produce mater­
ial abundance for all. Alongside this 
goes continued unequal distribution of 
wealth and the domination of “consum- 
erist” priorities which operate in the in­
terests of profit, not real social needs. 
The contradiction between the possibil­
ity of abundance for all and the glaring 
inequalities of wealth, not to speak of
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the ecological and social consequences 
of wasteful production and consumpt­
ion in many areas, is one of the major id­
eological problems for neo-capitalism.
* The process of profit-oriented and prof­
it-motivated growth has produced also
a major unexpected “side-effect” which 
is assuming increasing importance: the 
ecological-environmental crisis. Capital­
ism is unwilling, and probably unable, 
to do anything basic to solve this crisis, 
since it is incapable of planning except 
in the interests of profit. The crisis has 
both an objective aspect (since society 
ultimately depends on nature for its 
existence and well-being) and a subject­
ive aspect (since people are beginning 
to mobilise against environmental dest­
ruction, growth and planning for profit, 
and for a better quality of life and sel­
ected growth based on human needs).
* In the last decade there have appeared 
increasing tendencies for an authorit­
arian “counter-revolution” to preserve 
the system against the objective and 
subjective developments which threat­
en it. From the coup in Greece to the 
Watergate tragi-comedy, the growth of 
repressive, authoritarian and “undem­
ocratic” methods are symptoms of a 
developing crisis which can only be 
staved off by increasing control over 
all aspects of social life. The bourge­
oisie always prefers to rule in a “dem­
ocratic” way; the fact that it finds 
this more difficult as time goes on is 
an indication that its manoeuvre space 
is decreasing. This tendency also makes 
all struggle for “democratic” and lib­
eration demands an important aspect 
of the revolutionary dynamic.
All the above developments and many 
more, are indications that the post-war per­
iod of capitalist expansion and consolidat­
ion is drawing to a close and has been re­
placed by a period of maturing crisis on all 
fronts. The evidence for this lies not only 
in “objective” analysis, but also in the growth 
of mass movements and struggles over a host 
of issues and demands.
If we are to influence these movements in 
a revolutionary direction we must understand 
two things: the fact of developing crisis for 
capitalism, and the main features and extent 
of that crisis; and the essential content of 
each of the movements.
The first point provides us with a general 
strategic orientation: whether the crisis mat­
ures slowly for quite some time or has major 
effects more quickly, our political practice, 
methods of work and habits of thought have 
to be attuned to the fact that the present per­
iod is characterised by problems for capital­
ism and growth of the revolutionary and rad­
ical forces, not vice versa.
The second point shows the need for a 
concrete analysis of the main features of this 
crisis and of the movements which have 
sprung up in response to it, if the revolution­
ary forces are to have their maximum impact.
b) The main general features of Australian 
capitalism is that while it exhibits all the ob­
jective and subjective trends and contradict­
ions common to advanced capitalist countries 
it does so in a hitherto muted way.
Economically, Australian capitalism has 
been able to provide a relatively high stand­
ard of living. Australia was one of the last 
countries to be affected by inflation and the 
monetary crisis, and levels of unemployment 
are still very low.
Australia has never experienced (except 
for the depression) a severe social crisis, such 
as war on its territory, which would have sha­
ken the hold of capitalist hegemony on a sec­
tion of the Australian workers.
Basically, the Australian ruling class has 
had the ability and manoeuvre space to make 
concessions and introduce reforms in order 
to head off a more basic challenge by move­
ments demanding change.
Australia shares many of the economic- 
social-cultural-political features common to 
other Anglo-Saxon nations. The rise of Brit­
ain as the world’s first capitalist power and 
its ability to conquer territories rich in natur­
al resources led to economic might and well­
being for it, and also the implantation of ec­
onomically and technically developed societ­
ies in very favourable natural environments 
(USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand). This 
combination produced circumstances of rel­
atively high living standards and a consequent 
tendency for the class struggle to take reform­
ist forms, even where there was a high degree 
of militancy. Important also are the culture 
and traditions of the working class move­
ment, passed on from the British and devel­
oping in the favourable circumstances.
These traditions are dominated by reform­
ism.
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c) The specific political situation in which 
the Australian revolutionary socialist move­
ment has to  work is the product of the above 
historical and contemporary factors. The con­
crete application of strategic and tactical 
principles must proceed from the given situa­
tion, and its historical roots if a clear plan 
and a viable practice are to emerge.
It is no use relying on the experiences and 
methods of parties and groups which work 
in different types of societies or in different 
circumstances. The methods appropriate to 
a party which already has a large mass base 
will not apply directly to one which does 
not, and the immediate tasks will therefore 
be different.
The specific situation faced by the comm­
unists in Australia is one in which the stabil­
ity of Australian capitalism has now become 
subject to the same de-stabilising forces as 
other advanced capitalist societies: inflation, 
monetary crisis (through the effects of the 
integrated world economy which has, and 
will increasingly impact local developments), 
the necessity to introduce OECD-type 
planning, and the growth of mass movements 
posing challenges to capitalist society on a 
number of levels. It is also one where there 
is virtually complete domination of capital­
ist ideology in either its conservative or 
reformist variants. Naturally, it is very imp­
ortant to distinguish between reactionary- 
conservative ideas and reformist ideas, for 
the latter express a desire on the part of 
workers and others for an improvement in 
their conditions, which at this stage they 
believe can be obtained within the system. 
Some left-reformist ideas do pose a chall­
enge to capitalist rule, and there are sect­
ions of the working class where these ideas 
are strong. There is also some support for 
socialism. However, the fact must be 
faced that conservatism (i.e. outright supp­
ort for capitalism) commands the support 
of roughly half the population and reform­
ism commands most of the other half.
Thus the ideas of socialism and of the 
need for a profound social transformation 
have to be argued for (and demonstrated in 
action) from the ground up. This has to be 
done at two levels: the advanced and the 
“popular” . A “base” of convinced and active 
support for socialism (and specifically for 
the program, strategy and policies of the 
CPA) has to be won amongst the activists 
and militants of the workers’ and women’s
movements and of all the other liberation, 
radical and progressive movements. This 
first step of winning some active forces is 
very important in our present situation, and 
would pay big dividends in the long run in 
terms of mass connections and the ability 
to transmit ideas and policies to  wider 
audiences. Parallel with this attem pt to win 
an active force must be a concerted effort 
to popularise the ideas of socialism and the 
policies of the CPA.
Alongside this immediate task must be 
the preparation of the party and the revolut­
ionary forces for abrupt changes in the pol­
itical situation, either generally or in one sec­
tor (strong and deep-going action may be 
taken in a given sphere by workers who are 
generally under reformist influence). With­
out this preparedness to intervene in any 
sphere at every opportunity, large or small, 
the history of the movement will be one of 
lost opportunities.
While never ceasing this counter-hegemon- 
ic and preparatory work, whose strategic aim 
is always to  “push back the limits of the 
possible” within the given situation (no matt­
er now unfavourable this may be or seem to 
be), a revolutionary party must also be pre­
pared to await the maturing of more favour­
able conditions before it can come fully into 
its own and the full fruit of its work be 
judged.
The specific political situation of the CPA 
also includes the facts of its own history, 
with all the strengths and weaknesses that 
has left us. Unlike other revolutionary groups 
our history has given us a mass base of sorts 
and a real influence in the workers’ move­
ment. On the other hand, it has left us with 
the legacy of past mistakes, by far the worst 
of which is the identification with Stalinism 
and with the faults of the socialist-based 
nations. This is a very real problem (and what­
ever some may say, the fact is that events such 
as persecution of Soviet dissidents do con­
cern the “average worker” ).
This question is of great importance to us 
especially because of the democratic tradit­
ions of the Australian working class. Our cul­
ture and politics make the issue of socialist 
democracy a crucial one. There is a further 
reason for its importance. For whatever rea­
sons (and I believe these were more in the 
nature of objective difficulties than in the 
subjective errors of the party) the CPA never
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broke through to political hegemony over 
a section of the working class. This fact of 
history means that we are a small revolution­
ary party, with limited resources and limited 
political audience. It is therefore easy for 
political opponents to misrepresent our pos­
ition, and doubly necessary for us to seize 
every opportunity to  make our position crys­
tal clear (As indeed on all issues of concern 
to people). This leads on to the next point.
4. It is not possible here to expand at 
length about the relation between our “mod­
el” of socialism and our strategy and politic­
al work. However, four points should be 
made:
* The majority of those who want social 
change today will not be convinced by 
abstract statements that “ socialism 
will make it better” . They will want 
something more concrete and detailed 
if they are to be convinced that social­
ism represents a credible alternative
to the ills of capitalism. It is not enough 
for us to  demonstrate the inadequacies 
of capitalism (most workers and other 
oppressed strata are well aware of these); 
we have to show, in discussion and act­
ion, that another course is possible.
* This has been made even more necess­
ary by the existence of “negative 
models” . Whatever their positive ach­
ievements, the negative features of the 
socialist-based countries provide con­
venient anti-symbols for capitalist ideo­
logists and propagandists. There can be 
little doubt that this has had a devast­
ating effect on the socialist cause in the 
advanced capitalist nations.
* Elaboration of the model of socialism 
is essential for a counter-hegemonic 
strategy. Great emphasis must be placed 
on the dissemination and popularisation 
of the socialist alternative to  all aspects 
of capitalist society. However, this alt­
ernative will not be accepted simply by 
argumentation, debate and discussion 
(although these are more important 
than many allow). Its very strength de­
pends to a large degree on the extent 
to which it links up with the everyday 
experience of people -  that is, the ext­
ent to  which it explains their problems 
and offers a convincing alternative in 
such a way that inchoate feelings,
thoughts and wishes crystallise and are 
understood when socialist ideas are put.
What is important is not the strength 
of socialist ideas in isolation, nor the 
degree to which people’s experience by 
itself makes them unhappy with the 
status quo, but rather the dynamic re­
lation between the two.
Our strategy recognises that without a 
maturing crisis in the social structure, 
economic relations, culture, politics 
and reflections of this in mass psychol­
ogy and consciousness, there can be 
very little appeal of a revolutionary 
alternative. Conversely, without an 
alternative which is appropriate to a 
the given conditions of the crisis, the 
vast mass of people will not be won 
over to a position of active opposition 
to the system, and will certainly not 
be convinced that they should over­
throw the system in favour of some­
thing else.
* Finally, the model of socialism should 
express the real as well as the ideal.
That is, not only should it express the 
ideals we strive for, but it should also 
express real possibilities and tendenc­
ies of development. We stand for a self­
managed socialism not simply because 
we think that would best suit the int­
erests and needs of the vast majority.
We believe it also expresses the “object­
ive needs” of advanced industrial soc­
iety and the subjective wishes and des­
ires of people who strive for liberation. 
Self-management and its associated 
transitional concept of workers’ control 
express real desires as shown in the real 
events of our time.
5. On the basis of all the above considerat­
ions, it is necessary for a serious revolutionary 
party to establish a political and organisation­
al plan. As already stressed, this must aim to 
connect the goals and aims of the party to 
the given situation and existing struggles. It 
is sheer wishful thinking to evolve plans which 
would be more appropriate for mass parties 
with a large following -  the plans must be 
based on what is “possible” (in the revolution­
ary sense of the word) in the given conditions. 
The plan must also see clearly the stages 
which have to be passed through on the road 
to a mass revolutionary party, and state the 
tasks appropriate to each stage.
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At this stage, the central concern of the 
plan must be to establish the CPA as a polit­
ical force. The present strengths of the party 
lie in it being an industrial and “ movement” 
party, involved in and connected with all 
significant class and radical struggles. But it 
is not a political force in the sense of having 
mass support for its political program. Hence 
the main immediate task is to enter into mass 
activity with the aim not only of raising ad­
vanced ideas and “ transitional” demands 
where possible, but also with the aim of pop­
ularising the CPA’s socialist policies and pro­
gram.
It goes without saying that a prior condit­
ion for doing this is the developing of polic­
ies and a program which express the basis of 
counter-hegemony in all spheres and aspects 
of social life. Without these the party is pol­
itically unarmed and has little to  offer apart 
from its (admittedly important and essent­
ial) practical guidance to the movements. 
Such policies can only be developed by close 
involvement in struggle, but they must be 
developed if the most is to be made of such 
involvement.
Once the party possesses a clear program 
and concrete policies, it becomes possible 
to make our mass connections mean some­
thing, and it gives party activists a basis 
and a perspective from which to work to 
establish the party as a political force.
The main areas of strategic importance 
in which such policies should be developed 
include:
* Economic questions -  a socialist 
economic policy
* Ecology-environment
* Women’s liberation and the whole 
spectrum of sexual and inter­
personal relationships
* Anti-racism
* The distribution of power and 
control, and relations of authority 
and domination in society
* Health, seen as the total well-being 
of the individual
* Education and the production and 
dissemination of information 
(including the mass media).
Furthermore, attention must be given to 
encouraging the development of movements 
which express broad and challenging dem­
ands, and which link together various sectors 
of the working class and radical movements. 
This will not be easy, for the tendency to 
single-issue and particularist movements is 
strong, and revolutionaries must be involved 
in all these. But there has to be a strategic 
perspective of developing such movements.
The question of attitude to the Labor 
Government is evidently involved in all these 
issues singly, and as a whole. The only point 
I wish to make here is that our approach to 
it in general and over particular issues and 
events must stem from our policies and per­
spectives, not from a strategic concern to 
preserve the Labor Government at all costs. 
For instance, in the struggle over health pol­
icies, it would be far better if the CPA had 
its own socialist health policy with which to 
enter the debate, then from that perspective 
it could defend Labor’s policy against attacks 
from the right while advancing its own alter­
natives as best of all. This is the essence of a 
counter-hegemonic strategy as opposed to a 
pragmatic one. Nor is general reference to a 
“socialist health policy” , nationalised medic­
ine, drug companies, etc. adequate -- any 
more than “equal pay” etc. is an adequate 
expression of a socialist attitude to the liber­
ation of women. It must be a penetrating in- 
depth analysis.
On the organisational level, it is clear that 
our main task is to build the party quantit­
atively and qualitatively. Thus, much atten­
tion must be paid to winning the conscious 
and advanced activists. In the present situat­
ion it is worth paying a deal of attention to 
this task, as every recruit is a valuable addit­
ion towards the construction of a basic 
“force” without which our political work 
cannot be carried out.
In all ways, the present period should be 
seen as one in which the revolutionary 
forces are laying a foundation and building 
a base from which to work in the event of 
more favourable circumstances. Our polit­
ical methods are based also on the belief 
that the power of capitalism is on the dec­
line and that the revolutionary movement 
is once more on the upsurge, after a long 
period of decline. It would be a tragic mis­
take to either misread this tendency of the 
coming period or to jump the stage of our 
immediate tasks.
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alienation
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Seafarers on Australian ships whether coa­
stal or overseas, today enjoy wages and cond­
itions almost undreamt of a few decades ago. 
Wages are high; arduous work has either dis­
appeared or is fast disappearing; accommod­
ation aboard ship is good with single berth 
cabins; seafarers are much better protected 
from the weather than previously, being 
supplied free with oilskins and sometimes 
industrial clothing. Ships now have wheel- 
houses and look-out cabs, and with bridge 
and accommodation built together expos­
ure is avoided going from one part of the 
ship to another. The number of working 
hours has decreased (in some cases consid­
erably), and jobs are allocated by roster in­
stead of choice from a line-up. Leave syst­
ems are as good as anywhere in the world, 
if not the best.
These conditions have been won only 
after consistent battling by the men in 
the industry and their leaders.
Since seafarers enjoy such good condit­
ions, do they still suffer from alienation in 
the sense of wanting to smash machines or 
industrial plant, to  riot or to create chall­
enging situations, or make revolution be­
cause of dissatisfaction with their lot?
These feelings come and go, at times 
becoming almost overwhelming, at other 
times being hardly noticeable. In this re­
gard, seafarers seem to be much the same 
as other sections of the working class. Dur­
ing the early ‘sixties these feelings reached 
a peak, then declined; they reached another 
peak in the struggle for peace in Vietnam. 
Since then, there has been another decline.
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At present with their aggregate salaries 
and “swinger” leave systems providing some 
satisfaction, I think the most prevalent kind 
of alienation is of the personality kind, with 
some men blindly following a leader for 
fear of losing conditions; others simply sub­
mitting without a thought to what some­
one else says; a few others feeling uneasiness 
at being thrust out into society at large with­
out the covering of being fed, clothed and 
sheltered on a ship and protected by a union; 
of not wanting to be a scapegoat; of concern 
for the future and whether they will have a 
place there or be unable to adapt to  changing 
circumstances; of worry about retraining 
problems, and challenging the status quo.
Basically, I think the only way of handling 
this difficult problem lies in the early 1960s 
experience, when the enormous resources of 
enthusiasm and initiative in the rank and file 
were tapped to resolve the problems then 
confronting us.
It seems to  me that because of some mis­
takes made in this mass movement and invol­
vement of rank and file members (the only 
such experience I have had in 26 years at sea), 
union leaders don’t want rank and file activ­
ity unless it has been given prior approval 
or unless they can control it. And when the 
rank and file and their delegates come into 
conflict with officials, the officials invar­
iably win the day, and the standing of the 
delegates is left in question with the men 
in the ships.
That certainly was not the case of the 
early ‘sixties campaigns. The leaders could 
not possibly have won those campaigns with 
“on to p ” negotiations without relying on 
the resources of the rank and file in the 
ships. Nor will they be able to solve the 
main problems requiring attention right 
now unless they do so. These problems are:
* The immediate re-negotiation of the 
two-year consent “closed” agreement, 
that has until May 1975 to run, bec­
ause of the already disastrous effects 
of inflation which is continuing. This 
closed agreement gave us an “ increase” 
of $12 over two years, but it would be 
more correct to say that it will give us 
a decrease of approximately $2000 in 
the purchasing power of our wages 
over the period.
Another aspect to re-negotiating the 
agreement is to involve seafarers in the
35-hour week and the extra week ann­
ual leave struggles. Some seafarers are 
under the impression that this agree­
ment will give them a 35-hour week 
(in an appropriate form) and the extra 
week annual leave, but it actually does 
nothing of the sort. All it does is to 
give it to  them IF the Arbitration 
Court grants these conditions to ind­
ustry in general. The result has been to 
effectively remove the marine unions’ 
membership from participation in the 
struggle to win these demands. To that 
extent that struggle is weakened.
* Amalgamation of the marine unions, 
first where it is easiest. Quite apart from 
the political and industrial implications 
of amalgamation, marine unionists pay 
high union dues and much of the offic­
ial administration of these unions is 
duplicated. Yet it is still a battle for the 
unions to exist. An amalgamation han­
ded down from “on top” (even if it 
comes about) could be disastrous if mass 
work on the ships is not done to elim­
inate old antagonisms that have existed 
for many years, so it is absolutely essen­
tial for the rank and file to work with 
each other on the ships in this matter.
If this task is not taken up immediately 
the way is clear for “sweetheart” deals 
to be made with shipowners by one or 
several unions to the exclusion of some 
others.
Other problems requiring attention in the 
near future include:
* Women as crew members. This means 
in all departments, from skippers to 
the most junior ratings. There are many 
precedents for this. The Stewards’ Un­
ion has for many years had stewardess­
es on passenger ships; the Scandinavian 
ships have employed stewardesses for 
many years; at least one British ship
to my knowledge staffed the entire 
galley with women on overseas trading; 
socialist countries have employed wom­
en skippers and mates as well as in oth­
er departments.
The Seamen’s Union recently adopted 
a policy of accepting women as crew 
members on ships. It should be taken 
up in other unions and pursued at the 
first opportunity.
* More democratic control of disputes 
on ships. The present situation in the
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Seamen’s Union is that ship’s crews can 
be suspended if they stick a ship up 
without the officials knowledge, or 
against official advice.
* The new conditions experienced on 
big bulk ships on long overseas tramp­
ing trips may present some big psychol­
ogical and emotional problems. Some 
men go on voyages of four months or 
so, and may find on returning to Port 
Hedland, for example, that they are off 
again for another overseas stint.
The Brisbane branch secretary of the 
Seamen’s Union, Jim Steele, has report­
ed his experiences on such a ship in the 
January and February Seamen’s Journals. 
He also comments that some men under­
went character changes in these circum­
stances. Another factor could be that 
with ships of this size, shipowners may 
well prefer Australian crews to low-paid 
overseas crews because they feel they 
might adjust better.
* It has already been suggested by Roger 
Wilson, assistant secretary of the Seamen’s 
Union in Victoria, that a pilot study 
should be initiated on what seafarers do
in off-working times, as a guide to det­
ermining whether some of these activities 
can properly be called leisure, or just a 
wasting of time that leads to boredom, 
frustration and no improvement in the 
quality of life. This affects other workers 
as well, of course, but is a very important 
aspect of seafaring life.
SOURCES OF ALIENATION
The problem of alienation of seafarers is 
something that has its origins ashore, that the 
men bring to sea with them and which is agg­
ravated by the type of life they lead and the way 
they fit in and adjust to the customs and pract­
ices of seafaring. Seafarers suffer pressures in 
different forms because they are engaged in an 
industry that forces them away from their fam­
ilies and homes and into an authoritarian, all­
male environment, where very little interest is 
shown in them and where they, in turn, do not 
show much enthusiasm in the ever-changing 
nature of the work they do, the types of carg­
oes their ships carry, or to  what purposes these 
cargoes are put -  whether they are for the com­
munity’s benefit or just the shipowners’ pri­
vate profit.
These feelings remain from the first day 
a young lad ships out, right through his work­
ing life till he either retires or goes ashore for 
whatever reasons. They differ as he moves from 
one age group to  the next and from one rat­
ing to another and maybe back again through 
demotion or other reasons. It is all a part of 
the general problem of people in society 
feeling at loggerheads with others and dissat­
isfied with themselves in their work and in 
their relationships. It is the very complex 
problem of alienation in society from which 
none of us is free.
The following is an outline of how men 
go to  sea, what attitudes they bring with 
them and how these and other factors inter­
act.
DECK BOY
Take the example of a man who has been 
at sea for 10 years and who went to  sea as a 
deck boy at sixteen years of age, which is a 
fairly common experience. Not so many 
years ago it was common for a boy to go to 
sea at fourteen, but now the tendency is for 
him to be a bit older.
He probably comes from a family or a 
neighbourhood where there has been some 
seafaring connection at one time or another.
He has probably been to a co-educational 
school; played sport; may or may not have 
had sexual experiences; may have a religious 
background; has mixed socially with others 
of his own age; had very little money to 
spend; had his clothes washed and ironed by 
his mother who probably also made his bed 
and cleaned up after him, and in general 
waited on him.
He now moves into an entirely different 
world.
His only interest in sport could well be 
the second-hand spectator’s participation 
of the racing form guide or the football 
pages of the newspapers. He will have a 
single berth cabin which he looks after him­
self, he washes his own clothes, etc.
Generally, there will be no others of his 
age aboard and he will know nothing at all 
of what is going on around him. He is often 
the butt of the jokers about the place, being 
sent to get the green oil for the starboard 
lamp and the red oil for the port lamp, and 
all sorts of silly errands. He is often seasick.
With all the booze on ships, he will learn to
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become a seasoned drinker. He will prob­
ably get more money than his father, his 
contacts with girls and women are very little 
because of the fast turn-around of ships in 
port. He will not know how to assess the 
continual conversations on heterosexuality 
and homosexuality. (He is in a difficult 
position in establishing lasting friendships 
and relationships ashore with either his own 
sex or with girls and women.) He will learn 
of working class struggles that gain and pro­
tect the wages and conditions of workers, 
and when he goes on leave he will have more 
money than he knows how to handle. These 
early years also easily lead to a certain feel­
ing of superiority.
Seamen, perhaps more than most, have 
chips on their shoulders and seem to be try­
ing to prove something, or that they are 
better than others. This kind of personality 
is continually being rekindled by life at sea 
today, and sometimes results in violence. 
Particularly among deck ratings who go to 
sea earlier than others, there is the tendency 
to “prove” an argument or “resolve” a diff­
erence of opinion by simply saying “ I’ve 
been at sea longer than you, and you don’t 
know what you’re talking about” .. Or,
“ I’ve been there and you haven’t, so I 
know.”
CADET DECK OFFICER
A cadet officer will usually be a bit older 
than the deck boy, with a better educational 
standard, probably similar family background 
with maybe a father or some relation who has 
been an officer before him and who is trying 
to  put him on the right path. He will live on 
the upper deck among the officers, learning 
navigation, etc., and the ways and behaviour 
of an officer. His trade union education will 
be vastly different from that of the deck boy, 
but the pressures on the cadet in passimg ex­
ams will be pretty intense and the dropout 
rate is fairly high.
As he gets older and passes his exams, 
pressures will intensify further as he studies 
for higher certificates, promotion and higher 
pay. His interests from the first day at sea 
to  an adult deck officer will coincide in 
many ways with the deck ratings, yet may 
be vastly different in some others, e.g. ad­
opting class attitudes to his and society’s 
problems. He also gets conditioned to feel 
some superiority.
ENGINEER, RADIO OPERATOR, 
SHIPWRIGHT, COOK, STEWARD,
FIREMAN
Generally speaking, all these classes of 
seafarers go to sea as adults. Their condit­
ioning has been completed ashore before 
they came to sea and therefore they don’t 
go through the same confusing period as the 
deck ratings in establishing their own stand­
ards in so many different fields. They bring 
with them their attitudes, customs, habits 
and practices, learned when they were work­
ing ashore. They may be married, single, or 
separated.
Of course, there is a certain degree of trans­
ferring from one job to another. Their inter­
ests will vary as to politics and political inv­
olvement, ideas on and activities within the 
respective trade unions and the working class 
generally, personal likes and dislikes, choice 
of radio or television programs, music, books, 
religious beliefs, how much they drink, their 
behaviour and mannerisms, morality and ab­
ility to communicate with others, etc.
* * *
It is easily seen that life on ships combin­
ing all these different elements, and with the 
complete absence of females, can fluctuate 
from the “happy” ship all of us have been on 
at different times in our lives, to the veritable 
floating hell, with casualties abounding on 
all sides, in the physical as well as the psych­
ological sense. It is a moot point how many 
men have suicided when they felt that the 
pressures of society and shipboard life had 
become too great.
The marine union?, recognising that fric­
tion and conflict may lead to violence, have 
initiated moves to  overcome the problems 
including:
* Single berth cabins instead of open 
foc’sles and multiple berth cabins. 
Recreation rooms with games and 
libraries, radio and television, etc. 
where we could relax and talk in our 
off-working times and have a beer in 
comfort, as well as many other items 
improving the quality of shipboard 
life.
One side effect of this nowadays is that 
as ships got bigger and bigger, crews smaller 
and smaller, and as each department became 
more confined to their different areas of the 
ship, and with men being watchkeepers and
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asleep during the daytime, there is no-one 
around to talk to and the accommodation 
has been aptly labelled the “laminex prison” .
But we still continue to regard ourselves 
as A.B.’s, cooks, stewards, firemen, officers, 
etc. each with our own identities and char­
acters, problems or contentment with our 
lot as the case may be, with not much being 
done to overcome one of the biggest sources 
of friction and division that is still with us -  
that of having seven different unions, there­
by maintaining the general feeling of anim­
osity and distrust. Although this ebbs and 
flows from time to time especially with the 
better conditions obtaining, the shipowners 
and capitalism are not sufficiently seen as 
the basic cause of our troubles. The exist­
ence of widely differing socialist ideolog­
ies today and the fact that the recent big 
amalgamations of trade unions ashore has 
found no reflection in marine unions, adds 
to the problem.
* In the early ‘sixties, as said earlier, 
there was a well co-ordinated liaison 
between Seamen’s Union officials 
and rank and file. This enabled the 
interests, aspirations and capabilities 
of the whole union to be channelled 
in the same general direction and gave 
members a tremendous feeling of 
satisfaction in having achieved some 
great results. That period has long 
since passed and these problems of 
such liaison are again to the fore.
* The setting up of a training school 
for deck boys and young engine- 
room ratings, so that young lads 
would have a more realistic idea of 
what they were heading into was 
an important move. But experience 
has shown it would be better to 
have the training school on a ship 
anchored somewhere and on short 
runs under better supervision. All 
marine unions should vigorously 
support this move of the Seamen’s 
Union.
* Recently, bars serving draught beer 
have been set up. It was felt that 
“wardrobe” drinking tended to be 
“unsociable” and that it was better 
to drink beer together at the bar, 
rather than in the seclusion of our 
cabins. However, I think our drinking 
habits may have turned full circle, 
because on occasions I prefer the sec­
lusion of my cabin to enjoy a beer or 
some wine to the noise of the television, 
the radio blaring out the racing res­
ults, and men arguing with one another. 
If a man is not interested in horses, or 
television, or drunken arguments, but 
likes a drink himself, then obviously 
the recreation room with its bar and 
the other amenities is not the place 
for him.
*  *  *
Generally speaking, seafaring has mostly 
been a young man’s work and health had to 
be good enough to  be away from doctors for 
long spells. But under today’s technology a 
man well into his forties or fifties who has 
been at sea all his life is not likely to change 
if he can help it because of the drop in in­
come he would suffer, the very different 
life-style he would move into and because 
he would probably be at the bottom  of the 
labor market. All these are problems of the 
seafarer whatever his age, his religious 
beliefs, his political leanings, his marital 
status, his sexual preferences.
The problems of society which produce 
alienation are reflected aboard ships, where 
additional particular problems also produc­
ing alienation operate as well.
We should be making more effort to rec­
ognise the different forms of alienation of 
seafarers, to link them with the general prob­
lems of capitalist society today, and to dev­
elop consciousness of the need for a funda­
mental change to  self-management socialism 
as the means to tackle them.
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Since the Communist Manifesto was writ­
ten, the struggle for world socialism has taken 
on extremely diverse forms, the content of 
the struggle varying from case to  case.
The type of transitional society from cap­
italism to socialism that Marx (in the ‘Critique 
of the Gotha Programme’) or Lenin (in ‘The 
State and Revolution’) envisaged, has not yet 
been reached anywhere.
Since those days, some very big problems 
have arisen, concerning the content of a soc­
iety evolving towards socialism -- its economic, 
political, cultural, even its moral content.
* This article is the text o f a paper given to 
the Tenth Latin American Congress of Socio­
logy, held in Santiago, Chile, in August 1972.
There is very little unanimity about these 
problems on the part of the revolutionary 
Marxists or socialists of any shade.
When we talk about ‘the struggle for soc­
ialism’ we have to make a distinction. There 
are two separate phases: the struggle for the 
taking of power and the struggle for the 
building of socialism.
The ‘struggle for the taking of power’ is 
the fight for the revolution, i.e. for an ab­
rupt qualitative change in the evolutionary 
process -  the kind of change which, how­
ever brief, is always typical of an objective 
revolutionary crisis.
This kind of situation poses the replace­
ment of the existing social order by new 
property relations and new social relations.
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An ‘objective revolutionary situation’ 
can spring up in all kinds of ways, created by 
a complex process of interaction of different 
objective conditions; for this to  occur, there 
is no need of a pre-existing ‘revolutionary 
party’ to  act as a catalyst.
Under present concrete historical condit­
ions an ‘objective revolutionary crisis’ can 
arise as the result of, say, a nationalist war 
against imperialist intervention or occupat­
ion, as a result of a serious social crisis, or 
as a result of the electoral victory of an all­
iance of parties claiming to be socialist and 
campaigning on the basis of an advanced 
anti-capitalist or anti-imperialist program.
Resistance and war can grow into social 
revolution. But these exceptional conditions 
are not the only ones which can provoke an 
‘objective revolutionary situation’ or create 
a ‘revolutionary opening’ (i.e. a rapid evolut­
ion towards such a situation).
For several years now in several European 
countries, we have seen situations escalating 
into major national revolutionary crises, 
where the question of the ‘struggle for power’ 
has been posed (and thus also the possible 
victory of the ‘revolution’).
May 1968 in France, the ‘hot autumn’ of 
1969 in Italy, the situation in Britain in 1972 
during the long miners’ strike, are varying 
examples of that kind of situation.
The common characteristic of these ex­
amples is as follows: it is the advanced cap­
italist countries that are involved; it is not a 
time of major economic crisis; but in spite 
of this, a conjunction of numerous inter­
acting factors has created either an ‘object­
ive revolutionary situation’ or a possible 
rapid evolution towards such a situation.
What are these factors?
In some cases there has been the ‘con­
frontation’ movement of young people and 
other new social layers (scientists, technic­
ians, intellectuals, etc.) as well as the broad 
masses of the traditional working class being 
mobilised.
In the case of Britain there was also the 
civil war in Ireland and the difficulties of 
British imperialism in Rhodesia -  all this in 
the context of an economic situation where
there was heavy inflation and a million un­
employed. But even in Britain, the major 
revolutionary crisis which loomed during 
the great miners’ strike and which brought 
the conservative government to  within a 
hairsbreadth of its downfall, was not primar­
ily the result of a major economic crisis, but 
rather the result of an ensemble of interact­
ing factors which are typical of a social crisis 
and not simply an economic one.
But an ‘objective revolutionary situation' 
could equally come about as a result of the 
electoral victory of parties claiming to be 
socialist, as is the case in Chile at the mom­
ent and could be the case in a country like 
France or Italy.
This kind of situation is both the result 
of a pre-existing revolutionary escalation, of 
a long process marked by multiform mass 
struggles, and at the same time the cause of 
a speeding-up process in the maturation of 
the revolution.
Even more forms are possible, inasmuch 
as reality is complex, rich, and is always pro­
viding unforeseen combinations.
Objective conditions, therefore, can cre­
ate a revdutionary situation or at any rate 
a revolutionary opening, whether or not 
there is a subjective revolutionary factor 
with a mass base. But these conditions alone 
are not enough for the situation to  evolve in 
some sort of automatic way towards ‘victory’; 
they are not enough to finish off the process 
that has been begun, to provoke, at some 
given point in its evolution, the qualitative 
leap which is the absolutely indispensable 
characteristic of a real revolution.
To accomplish this leap, the masses have 
to build their own power in the meantime, 
so that they will have the means to  defeat 
the counter-offensive of reactionary social 
forces, which in some form or other is inev­
itable.
Therefore, during this phase, the ‘struggle 
for socialism’ is summed up as the struggle 
for ‘revolution’ and ‘power’, on the basis of 
the fundamental concept, justified by history, 
that revolution is not a totally evolutionary 
process, nor is ‘power’ the arithmetical sum 
of partial conquests.
What, then, are the conditions which 
would lead to the victorious outcome of a
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‘revolutionary opening’ to a situation that is 
really ‘objectively revolutionary’? It is here 
that the subjective factor becomes important
-  the program, the tactics, the organisation.
Inasmuch as revolution is a qualitative 
change of social reality towards a given end, 
it is a voluntaristic project, carried out by 
men won over to that end. Revolution is 
not an aggregate of socio-economic measures, 
worked out and applied by a State techno­
bureaucracy.
Revolution -  i.e. the successful conclus­
ion of a revolutionary process that has al­
ready begun -  demands mass mobilisation 
and mass organisation, with the maximum 
conscious participation of the masses in all 
the measures which fulfil the content of a 
revolution.
Any government, party or union calling 
itself socialist has to ensure the real partic­
ipation of the masses. If the masses only 
participate through the agency of various 
mediating devices that merely bear their 
name, they cannot effectively participate. 
Participation can only be expressed in the 
way they construct and operate their own 
power, in all spheres.
If this kind of process takes place, the 
masses can fulfil an existing revolutionary 
situation and move to defend it, deepen it 
and bring it to  a successful conclusion.
But what is the meaning of ‘mass part­
icipation’, more precisely?
Let us take an example, of a basic kind
-  wage demands.
It is not enough for unions and political 
parties to formulate the demands and direct 
the struggles. Recent experience in both the 
workers’ movement and other social move­
ments (youth, women, etc.) has shown that 
the new generations everywhere want to be 
able to  contribute directly, both in formul­
ating demands and in the actual running of 
the struggle.
This wish is deeply held; it does not seek 
to deny that parties and unions are absolutely 
necessary, but simply to  modify their funct­
ion.
Their role has to be seen in terms of the 
help which they can and should provide for 
workers, young people, women, so that these
social layers can participate to the full in 
the elaboration of demands and the manage­
ment of the struggle, together with the rep­
resentatives of party and union.
This, for example, is the significance of 
the movement of shop-floor delegates work­
ing in close alliance with the general assem­
bly of workers, which has been characteristic 
of recent experience in Italy, Britain, France 
and elsewhere.
This, too, is the significance of the ‘student 
control’ which student youth would like to 
see applied in universities and schools -  the 
co-management of these institutions by pupils 
and teachers, in the context of a radical re­
form of education.
This also is the more general significance 
of the ‘social control’ over working conditions 
and their social repercussions, which is sought 
by various social layers. Of course, this kind of 
control cannot be adequately fitted into the 
framework of a society that remains essential­
ly capitalist and therefore hierarchic, authorit­
arian and oppressive.
But the tendency towards this kind of con­
trol has already been mapped out, even in 
societies which are still typically capitalist: 
capitalism is increasingly preoccupied with the 
problems resulting from the resistance of 
workers and young people to the working and 
general living conditions that are imposed on 
them in these societies.
Where a country is involved in some kind 
of revolutionary process, the question of mass 
participation becomes crucial.
Let us take two distinct types of eventual­
ity: a major national crisis, or the creation of 
a ‘revolutionary opening’ following the form­
ation of a government calling itself socialist. 
Contemporary experience can supply examp­
les of both.
A major national crisis can arise when var­
ious social layers are mobilised simultaneous­
ly, as in France in May 1968.
Schools, public services and enterprises 
were occupied by student youth, civil serv­
ants, workers, and working people generally.
In the space of a few days a large, advanced 
capitalist country found itself paralysed by 
the effect of strikes and occupations. In 
some places there were limited experiments 
in ‘self-management’, but generally it was
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a case of passive occupation. A state of dual 
power appeared.
From the revolutionary point of view, 
the problem was how to pass from the 
‘partial power’ which the masses held to 
‘total power’.
This could have been made enormously 
easier if the masses had been ready to com­
bine occupation of the enterprises with the 
management of them, under their own 
armed protection in the form of workers’ 
and citizens’ militias.
But there was a lack of the ideological 
preparation necessary to raise the revolut­
ionary process to a higher level. In addition, 
the mass workers’ organisations were taken 
unawares by the revolutionary crisis, and 
they made no effort to  release this kind of 
consciousness. Quite the opposite.
The second kind of eventuality is more 
complicated and more interesting. This is 
the election of a ‘workers’ government’ into 
power. A political party enjoying the con­
fidence of the masses, if it is ‘legally’ elected 
has a certain length of time in which it is un­
likely that there will be a direct test of 
strength with its social opponents. This can 
provide a ‘revolutionary opening’. But for 
this to come about, a simple election victory 
in itself is not enough: there must also be a 
real escalation in the radical mass movement, 
which can somehow force its traditional 
political organisations to fight on an advanced 
anti-capitalist program, and to  consider them­
selves bound by that program.
For example, if the British Labour Party 
won an election victory in a more or less 
‘normal’ period, this would not necessarily 
amount to a ‘revolutionary opening’ in the 
country; in practice, indeed, it might mean 
simply that a political organisation with a 
socialist program and a base in the working 
class would just continue to manage ‘capit­
alist business’.
But if the Labour Party came to power 
as a result of the kind of national circle that 
Britain went through during the miners’ 
strike of 1972, and if the Conservative Party 
were forced to resign under the pressure of 
this crisis, it would mean the birth of a diff­
erent objective conjuncture, and would force 
the Labour Party to undertake far-reaching 
anti-capitalist reforms.
There is yet another kind of eventuality, 
which we shall deal with more closely. This 
is where an extremely radical objective sit­
uation already exists, where a ‘workers’ 
government’, elected in an exceptional sit­
uation, is thus endowed with a real revol­
utionary dynamic.
In this case, the issues revolve around 
the following major problem. How, once 
the revolutionary process has been un­
leashed, do you go from such a situation 
to a real victory? How, in other words, can 
the revolution be not only ‘begun’ but also 
‘achieved’?
The answer to this lies in the democratic 
participation of the masses, and in the kind 
of relationship they have with the govern­
ment that claims to be ‘theirs’.
To start with, this kind of government 
generally begins by applying the ‘structural 
reforms’ that were in its program. The most 
important of these are ‘nationalisation’ and 
agrarian reforms (the latter question has 
never yet been solved anywhere).
The aim of nationalisation is to remove 
the ownership of the country’s principal 
means of production (banks, industries, com­
merce) from the hands of big foreign or 
indigenous capitalists and transfer them to 
the whole ‘nation’.
This transfer of ownership is carried out 
by the state, which is supposed to represent 
the interests of the national community.
But the state is a mere abstraction: the soc­
ial reality of the state can only be grasped 
if it becomes concrete.
The state is not an autonomous, self-det­
ermined structure hovering over the social 
and property relations of a particular regime. 
It is the fully conscious expression of the 
collective interests of the dominant class in 
a particular society, and takes the form of 
an articulated series of institutions.
Therefore, to  bring something under 
state ownership does not mean to ‘national­
ise’ it (‘nationalisation’ in the sense of ‘soc­
ialisation’, where ownership is transferred to 
the ‘nation’, the whole society).
New property relations can only become 
new social relations if there are also new 
forms o f management.
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To bring something under state owner­
ship, simply by having workers get their 
wages from the state rather than from pri­
vate bosses, is not sufficient to transform 
social relations in a socialist sense. There is 
an additional need -  the right of workers in 
state-owned enterprises to manage these ent­
erprises by themselves, through the democ­
ratic organisation of a labor collective in­
cluding the entire productive personnel of 
the enterprise.
This is the only kind of measure which will 
interest working people, which will help them 
to understand that their social status has und­
ergone a real revolution, and which will get 
them to organise their output better once 
their labor is really free. It is also the only kind 
of measure which ensures that they will defend 
this major conquest to the utmost, against any 
attem pt made by retrograde forces to return 
to the ‘napoleonic’, authoritarian, hierarchic 
‘model’ of private enterprise.
Where the agricultural economy is concern­
ed, the case for a real transformation of social 
relations is similar.
In any country with an ‘agrarian’ problem, 
i.e. where a large amount of the cultivable land 
belongs to  a small landowning oligarchy and 
there is an enormous mass of poor or comp­
letely landless peasants, the question of rad­
ical reform becomes urgent.
Agrarian reform has multiple aims: to raise 
the standard of living of the majority of the 
population; to enlarge the internal market; 
to  procure the necessary materials for devel­
oping (especially light) industry; to  avoid imp­
orting products which can be supplied by the 
country’s own economy; to feed the popul­
ation better.
No developing country can really ‘get out 
of the ru t’ in a balanced way without the 
existence of a dynamic agricultural economy.
Therefore, the necessity for undertaking 
a radical agrarian reform has extremely imp­
ortant ramifications which are both social 
and economic.
But what sort of agrarian reform?
If the large estates are expropriated and 
divided up (free or at a price) into small plots 
for the landless peasants, without the state 
helping them to regroup into co-operatives
for production and distribution, then the 
danger is that a mass of small peasants will be 
created who have a low productivity and who 
will inevitably fall to the combined exploit­
ation of the banks, merchants, industrialists, 
and the state. If on the other hand, large 
state farms are set up, there is the same dan­
ger -  that productivity will fall, since the 
peasants have no material or moral incentive 
for this type of cultivation. Both capitalist 
countries and those in the process of build­
ing socialism have given us plenty of exper­
ience of both these dangers.
If agrarian reform is to succeed, it has 
to be carried out with the conscious volunt­
ary participation of the people who work 
the land.
It is, of course, absolutely necessary that 
large-scale, collectively worked farms should 
be set up -  but it is also necessary that they 
are democratically managed by their work­
ers’ collective.
This kind of management can be defined 
in two ways: as self-management, or as the 
co-operative of self-managed production. In 
the first instance, the land belongs to the 
whole nation; in the second, it belongs to 
individual peasants but is still collectively 
worked by the production co-operative.
But in both instances, management must 
be in the hands of a collective, democratic­
ally organised by the agricultural workers; 
and it must have as much state aid as possible 
at its disposal.
The worst mistake of all is to  transform 
the large estates which dominate agriculture 
into state-owned enterprises where the 
workers will simply be state wage-earners..
For the peasants to  have an interest in 
working the land properly and increasing 
their productivity, they must feel that 
they have some direct connection with the 
running of things, in a moral sense as well 
as a material one.
The same principle also applies in the 
organisation and improvement of the 
social services and education.
One of the most fundamental tendencies 
of our time is the progressive incorporation 
of science and culture into the productive 
forces of society. Knowledges are perman­
ently being recycled, while qualifications
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become increasingly necessary. Hence the 
necessity for permanent education and con­
tinuous training which would, however, not 
be merely technical or specialised, but gen­
eral too.
This kind of revolution in the educational 
system cannot come about as the result of 
reforms handed down from above. It must 
be the result of the effective participation 
of teachers, students and representatives of 
the social collectivity.
Of course, nationalisation, agrarian reform, 
and educational reform are not enough to 
ensure the victory of the revolution and a 
transition to socialism. However radically 
these measures interact, they have to be in­
serted into a more far-reaching program.
But once a revolutionary process has been 
unleashed they can give it a tremendous dy­
namic. The democratic participation of the 
broad masses of people is the most import­
ant subjective factor in bringing about the 
victory of the revolution.
Obviously this ‘victory of the revolution’ 
cannot be the simple result of a peaceful, 
evolutionary process within the integral 
framework of traditional bourgeois democ­
racy of the old state institutions. At a given 
moment there will be a decisive confrontat­
ion of some form or other, where the con­
servative forces allied with imperialism will 
be obliged to transgress that traditional 
framework and provoke a social mutation, 
a qualitative change.
At this point the period of ‘dual power’ 
is over, the resistance of hostile social 
forces is broken, and the power of the work­
ing people begins to  express itself not only 
in the form of a government that rules in 
their name, but also -  and primarily -  in the 
shape of institutions and organs which are 
directly representative of the working 
people.
Furthermore, the future of such a regime 
depends precisely on the relations between 
the direct and indirect forms of working 
people’s power.
The indirect forms are the state, political 
parties and unions, which take on the power 
of working people and citizens by delegation. 
The direct forms are those with which work­
ing people and citizens directly manage their 
social life, the enterprises, social services, the
schools, at all levels.
The indirect forms are not necessarily syn­
onymous with the real power of working 
people and citizens, for they are institutions 
managed by social groups who gradually, be­
cause of their function, acquire a special 
status in relation to the masses.
This status inevitably involves material and 
functional privileges which encourage the 
growth of a bureaucracy, a new social layer. 
This is the most serious danger that lies in 
wait for a state evolving towards socialism.
Of course, there are fundamental objective 
conditions which encourage the growth of a 
bureaucracy -  a low economic and cultural 
level, and the prolonged confinement of 
these experiences within a restricting national 
framework.
But countries already involved in building 
socialism have shown us that there is a very 
important subjective factor to  add: that is, 
the absence of any critique of the traditional 
idea of the state, parties and unions in their 
relations with the working people, and the 
lack of sufficient theoretical consideration 
of these problems.
The most widespread image of a so-called 
‘socialist’ regime is one of state ownership and 
planned economy, directed by the ’revolution­
ary’ party. Ultimately, this means the virtual 
fusion of state and party, with the unions red­
uced to the role of a transmission belt for 
state requirements aimed at the working people. 
Since the state is axiomatically defined as 
‘socialist’ and the party as ‘revolutionary’ the 
schematic conclusion is that these institutions 
are the same thing as the power of the work­
ing people and citizens.
Of course, this was never the conception 
of Marx, or Rosa Luxemburg, Lenin or Trotsky.
The Bolsheviks, for example, had initially 
envisaged a multi-party system, even a multi­
party government, as well as the existence of 
a system of ‘soviets’, of ‘councils’, which would 
assume some power directly. But circumstances 
quickly led them to govern virtually by them­
selves through their party, which, unconscious­
ly but in real terms, fused with the state appar­
atus and restricted the soviets to  a subordinate 
and increasingly nominal role.
Lenin’s heirs have theorised this state of 
fact into the ‘model’ of a ‘regime building
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socialism’. However, while it is true to say 
that marxism is (among other things) the most 
suitable scientific method for understanding 
the sociological reality of capitalism and de­
mystifying all its categories, values and inst­
itutions, the same critical penetration must 
then be applied to analysing and demystify­
ing the sociological reality of post-revolution­
ary regimes too.
Truth being concrete, we can do without 
the kind of schematic generalisation which 
says that the post-revolutionary structure 
of the state, parties and unions is identical 
with the real, direct power of the working 
people. This has nothing to do with scientif­
ic sociology; it is an ideological aberration. 
New sociological strata, new contradictions 
and new antagonisms will subsist in these 
societies for a whole historical period. They 
cannot be wished away as mere trifles.
We must insist that marxist analysis and 
critique be permanent, insist on the perman­
ent process of the socialist revolution.
In the period of transition from capital­
ism to socialism, the state runs the danger 
of becoming bureaucratised and defending 
the specific interests of the new bureau­
cratic caste, though at the same time it 
defends the general interests of the new soc­
ial regime. In the latter respect it is partly 
the state of the working people, but only 
by delegation and mediation (and there­
fore in a restricted, deformed way).
Once the ‘revolutionary’ party comes to 
power, the danger is that it will go through 
a qualitative change and play the same role 
towards the working people as the State 
does.
As for the unions -  if they yield their 
autonomy to the state and the parties, not 
to mention their primary role as defenders 
of the working people’s interests (which is 
necessary even in a so-called ‘socialist’ or 
‘workers’ ’ state), the danger is that they will 
become a virtual mouthpiece for the bureau­
cracy, an appendage to the state and the 
parties.
None of this means that one has to declare 
oneself against the idea of the state, political 
parties and unions, and take refuge in the so- 
called ‘anarchist’ mythology, building models 
of the ‘perfect’ society which are quite arbit­
rary inasmuch as the appropriate historical
conditions for it do not yet exist. All it means 
is that the indirect forms of ‘working people’s 
power’ must not be exclusively or systemat­
ically favoured, at the expense of the direct 
forms. For it is the direct forms themselves 
which systematically favour direct management 
of social life, in all spheres and at all levels, 
by the working people and citizens in general.
This is the system of ‘self-managed socialism’.
*  *  *  *
In the sphere of economics, self-manage­
ment means that the enterprises and the land 
belong to the whole nation and are managed, 
more and more directly, by their democrat­
ically organised working people’s collective.
Manual and intellectual workers are grouped 
in such a way as to be able to run their units 
of production by themselves.
The way they organise themselves dep­
ends on the kind of enterprise it is; on the 
general way in which the society as a whole 
has evolved; and on the level of material and 
cultural achievement so far reached.
This means that self-management does 
not spring up in a ‘perfect’ form, all at once; 
it is a process that stretches out over a 
whole historical period.
At the beginning, the working people 
manage those operations which do not de­
mand a very high degree of scientific or 
technical specialisation; for operations that 
do demand this, it will be simply a question 
of controlling them, for some time.
Self-management cannot all at once el­
iminate the age-old distinction between 
qualified and unqualified, manual and intell­
ectual workers, nor can it get away overnight 
from a position where some specialists de­
mand an exorbitant reward for their services, 
out of proportion with their real labor.
However, while these specialists are 
necessary for the running of a large modem 
enterprise, they will be placed under the 
control of the working people’s collective 
and will work for the collective, just as at 
present they work for and under the con­
trol of the bosses.
At the base of this collective would be 
the Working People’s Assembly, which would 
elect a Working People’s Council with its own 
executive organ: the two latter would take
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up the day to day running of the enterprise 
on the basis laid down by the Working 
People’s Assembly and under the supreme 
control of that assembly. It must be kept in 
mind that the working people’s collective 
should include all those productive personnel 
in the enterprise who accept this method of 
organisation The only exceptions to this are 
the necessary apecialists who cannot be part 
of the collective because they exclude them­
selves -  e.g. by demanding exceptionally high 
pay. Their services will still be hired at this 
high price, but they will work under the con­
trol of the collective as if they were working 
for a boss.
The labor collective will become more and 
more homogeneous (Marx wrote about the 
‘collective worker’, referring to the gradual 
fusion between manual and intellectual labor, 
between technique and science, which he 
saw the capitalist econany evolving towards); 
and the totality of its members will reach a 
continually higher level of qualification. But 
this can only take place if the following two 
measures are applied from the beginning: a 
mode of payment based on the ‘labor supp­
lied’; and the permanent education of the 
working people -  education that is general, 
technical and political at the same time.
Where a society is in the process of build­
ing socialism but for some length of time 
cannot avoid using the methods of the money 
market economy, the mode of payment is an 
extremely important element.
For a mode of payment to be fair, it must 
be based on the ‘labor supplied’ by everyone, 
i.e. it must be based on the amount of wealth 
created by labor. This does not happen in the 
capitalist system, where the wage only repres­
ents a part of the wealth produced; nor does 
it happen in those states in which capitalism 
has been abolished, where pay is arbitrarily 
fixed, without any direct reference to the cri­
terion of how much wealth is being produced.
Of course, the objection may be raised that 
this criterion (which Marx referred to in the 
‘Critique of the Gotha Programme’ as the 
most appropriate for the period of transition) 
is a difficult one to establish, since wealth is 
actually produced by the whole ‘collective 
worker', which includes not only manual 
workers but intellectual ones as well (qual­
ified engineers, experts, researchers, etc.); 
and that since mechanisation and the auto­
mation of labor have been progressing so 
rapidly, as science and more organically
incorporated into the productive process, 
value and surplus-value are crystallising an 
increasingly complex social labor. Neverthe­
less, it still holds true that wealth is the 
product of social labor, and that the payment 
of everyone must be based on the criterion 
of the labor supplied.
It is up to the working people themselves 
to determine democratically, not only the 
organisation and operation of labor in the 
enterprises, but also their pay rises, on the 
basis of agreements reached by the enter­
prise and within the framework of national 
agreements.
It is also up to the working people to make 
the necessary outlay from their income to 
meet the needs of the whole society.
If the wage system is to be properly abol­
ished, the criterion of ‘the amount of labor 
supplied’ has to be established. The citizens 
and working people themselves have to dis­
entangle the complexity of the ‘social labor’ 
in which the labor supplied by each individ­
ual is integrated; this can be done by means 
of democratic decisions, from the level of 
the enterprise up to the highest levels of nat­
ional administration.
With this method of payment differentials 
will not vanish immediately. But it can help 
to soften them, restrict their range and make 
sure that the benefits of an increase in prod­
uctivity are fairly distributed.
It would also be the best stimulus to prod­
uctivity. Each worker would feel, both that he 
was being paid according to his own contrib­
ution to the social labor, and that he was 
automatically benefitting from the general 
increased productivity of that social labor.
Any arbitrarily determined method of pay­
ment that has no clear relation to the amount 
of labor supplied and its productivity, only 
serves to maintain the feeling of ‘unfairness’ 
and to sap the productive effort of the 
working people.
There is no excuse for systems which com­
pel the workers to increase their labor by in­
voking the ‘ideal’ of socialism and using mor­
alistic phraseology, without giving working 
people the chance to really participate in 
management and in the wealth that issues 
from their labor. Those who defend such sys­
tems are the unwitting spokesmen for priv­
ileged bureaucratic layers, perpetuating the
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proletarian condition of the broad mass of 
working people.
The other reform which has to be app­
lied is the radical reform of education -  
again from the beginning, and again with 
the aim of the effective abolition of the pro­
letarian condition.
The purpose of this is to get rid of the 
lack of education (inculture) of the mass of 
working people, to end the current division 
between ‘qualified’ and ‘unqualified’, bet­
ween ‘intellectual’ and ‘manual’ workers, 
between people with so-called ‘qualities of 
leadership’ and those who simply ‘carry out 
instructions'.
In this sense, education is the pre-requisite 
of a truly socialist society where it is not 
just the forms of property which are affected 
but the quality of social relations too. But 
education also affects the evolution of prod­
uctive forces and the repercussions of this 
evolution in turn on the qualitative compos­
ition of the working class and working 
people in general.
We have already stressed the fact that the 
dominant trend in the evolution of the mod­
ern economy has been the gradual incorpor­
ation of science into the productive process 
in the form of basic research, applied research 
and higher technology.
Hence the necessity for constantly higher 
qualifications from an increasing number of 
working people, at the expense of the number 
and importance of ordinary laborers.
But in the context of the capitalist system 
this remains simply a trend. Its accomplish­
ment depends upon the destruction of that 
system and of the principles of authority, 
hierarchy, subordination and dualism which 
puts capital in control over working people.
In a society evolving towards socialism 
permanent education is a viable possibility 
for reasons which are both fundamental 
and conjunctural, which touch both on the 
essence of socialism and on the means of 
achieving it.
On the one hand permanent education 
is necessary to help the working people 
to manage their social life at all levels and 
in all spheres (the aim of socialism).
In other words, a radical reform of educ­
ation signifies the division of the time for 
social labor into two parts: a time devoted 
to direct, productive labor, and a time dev­
oted to educational labor. This is the real 
‘cultural revolution’ that has to be accom­
plished. Its development, its extent and 
its forms depend on the context in each 
concrete example.
Education must be considered an integral 
part of the social labor of every member of 
society; a distinction can be made between 
direct productive labor and educational labor, 
but both should be paid for by society.
On the other hand, only a constantly 
improving level of qualification can dynam­
ise the economy, modernise it and increase 
productivity.
The permanent education of working 
people must be thought of in its overall 
essence, i.e. as being general, technical and 
political at one and the same time, so that 
not mere specialists are formed but polyval­
ent subjects, citizens developing in a balanced 
way, capable of controlling and managing 
their social life.
But the most important thing is to com­
mit oneself to this from the very beginning, 
to start abolishing the proletarian condition 
in the field of education too.
Self-management is a ‘global’ system 
which cannot be limited to the economy 
alone or to the level of the enterprise, each 
acting on its own.
Ultimately a socialist economy might be 
composed of several large ultra-modern ent­
erprises in each sector of the economy, with­
in the framework of democratic social plann­
ing at a national level. But for quite some 
time it will be a question of dealing with a 
multitude of enterprises in each sector, work­
ing under varied conditions. It is this extreme 
disparity (among other things) which necess­
itates our still using the methods of the mon­
ey market economy, and which shackles real 
planning (defined as the semi-automatic ad­
ministration of balanced social development).
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The latter kind of planning would supp­
ress in real, economic terms (rather than in an 
arbitrary, administrative way) the after-effects 
of capitalist society in the areas of the market, 
money, payment for the amount of labor 
supplied, value and surplus-value -  that is, 
an economy which still needs to measure its 
progress, balance its development and stim­
ulate productivity by means of the market, 
money and labor.
During the period of transition, the guid­
ing line in the economic sphere must be to 
socialise a dominant sector in each branch of 
the economy by reason of its concentration, 
modernity and productivity, and to encour­
age the voluntary co-operation of the other, 
smaller enterprises with state aid of all kinds. 
When we use the term ‘socialise’, we are 
talking about property which is collective, 
and under workers' management.
Self-management is not an aggregate num­
ber of enterprises acting each for itself and 
in an uncontrolled competition. Self-manage­
ment is integrated at the level of the econ­
omy into a national social plan, which is 
applied and worked out democratically.
This presupposes a radical rethinking of the 
rigidly centralised planning in a state-owned 
economy.
In the economic sphere, the purpose of 
the plan is to determine the general con­
ditions under which the self-managed enter­
prises can act and co-ordinate their efforts 
in relation to the ultimate interests of soc­
iety as a whole. We use the term social 
rather than economic plan to stress the fact 
that the plan seeks the balanced overall evol­
ution of the society towards socialism, and 
that this affects the determination of so- 
called economic aims; the real aim of the 
plan is to satisfy the real social needs of the 
working people and citizens, with decisions 
made democratically from the bottom up 
and vice versa, in a process of interaction 
which is constantly readjusting the objectives 
sought, even while the plan is being executed.
Therefore, there is no absolute incompat­
ibility between self-management, the plan 
and the necessary utilisation of, not exactly 
the ‘market’ in the capitalist sense, but the 
methods of the money market economy.
The function of the plan is to establish 
an equilibrium between self-management 
and the use of such methods, and to ensure 
that there is a general direction towards the
broadest and quickest possible development 
of the socialised sector of the economy.
In any such plan the economic and admin­
istrative decentralisation of the country will 
play a very important part.
The country should be thought of as a 
combination of communes and regions, div­
ided not simply for the sake of administrat­
ive control but also because they are homo­
geneous, coherent economico-administrative 
unities which favour the balanced develop­
ment of the country.
The communes and regions will also be 
self-managed, self-governed by the working 
people and citizens, and will have sufficient 
financial means to  develop their own plan 
within the general framework of the nation­
al social plan.
This kind of radical reform of local gov­
ernment would be a very important measure 
for the developed countries, not just develop­
ing ones.
It would lay the basis for a real democrat- 
isation of the new state, with favourable soc­
ial and economic repercussions which would 
benefit the whole country.
Where underdeveloped countries are con­
cerned, communal reform can be combined 
with agrarian reform and self-management 
to provide a very powerful lever so that the 
enormous unused mass of the peasantry can 
participate in local government; the stimulus 
will be provided by objectives which are dem­
ocratically defined at commune level and 
which will have a direct, palpable effect on 
the standard of living of the local population.
This is how the overall articulation of the 
self-managed society takes shape, as it evolves 
towards an authentic socialist regime. Social­
isation, not just state ownership of enter­
prise and farms, agrarian reform, communal 
reform, educational reform, democratic 
planning -  these are the elements of a struct­
ure which it will need a long time to achieve, 
but which must be tackled from the begin­
ning, with the ‘global’ conception of them 
as the point of departure.
*  *  *  *  *  *
In the light of all this, the struggle for 
socialism would appear to be inseparable from 
the struggle for self-management. The self-
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management strategy, both before and after 
taking power, is the only one capable of mob­
ilising large masses of citizens and working 
people, as it offers them effective participat­
ion in the revolutionary process through all 
its stages.
Parties, unions and governments which 
refer to the working class, to ‘the people’, 
to socialism, must devote themselves to the 
task of getting this participation to work, so 
that the revolution ‘begun’ will end in 
victory, and so that afterwards a new regime 
will be built that avoids the disastrous res­
ults of bureaucratic sclerosis.
It is true that the masses aspire to ‘direct 
democracy’, that they seek to suppress the 
multiform alienation which they are subject­
ed to  in their social life. But existing social 
relations are based not merely on having but 
also on knowing and being able, all of which 
are hoarded by small minorities; they are 
based on centuries-old concepts of hierarchy, 
authority, on the dualism between ‘leaders’ 
and ‘led’. This means that the masses are un­
able to build social self-management immed­
iately, by themselves, at all levels of social 
life. For some time they will need the med­
iation of political parties, unions and other 
organs, just as the society as a whole will 
need, for some time, a central power, a 
‘state’.
But the real objective of the social rev­
olution is not just to change property rel­
ations, but to change the quality of social 
relations, the real status of productive man 
and the citizen in society. Effective steps 
towards this have to be undertaken from 
the beginning: the progressive application 
of socialist self-management, in all spheres 
and at all levels of social life.
This process is the apprenticeship of 
socialism, defined as the increasingly direct 
management of social life by its citizens 
and working people.
Self-management is the upbringing of 
socialism and the upbringing of itself; it tea­
ches itself and perfects itself in being applied.
The application of self-management must 
not be postponed on the excuse'that the work­
ing people and citizens are still not fit to 
manage their social life and that one has to 
go by stages: a first stage under the state, par­
ties and unions which assume the essence of
the masses’ power while the latter content 
themselves with a measure of control; and a 
second stage during which the masses will be 
‘instructed’ and introduced to the tasks of 
management.
This kind of reasoning belongs with the 
bureaucratic deformation, where power is 
conquered in the name of socialism and the 
masses -  and inevitably leads to the stratif­
ication of a bureaucracy which gradually be­
comes omnipotent.
The formation of a bureaucracy is a barr­
ier across the path from a state where the 
masses merely control to one where they 
manage.
Self-management is the most direct, the 
most stubborn enemy of the bureaucracy, 
the negation of the bureaucracy par excell­
ence.
The whole barbaric past of humanity is 
based on exploitation and the subordination 
of some people by others. This fact cont­
inues to condition our behaviour, conscious­
ly or unconsciously, quite independently of 
our adherence to this or that ideology. There 
is almost overwhelming resistance to the 
birth of new social relations abolishing au­
thoritarianism, hierarchisation, subjugation, 
dualism.
Some of this resistance comes from the 
ranks of socialists and revolutionaries. This 
is why the struggle for self-managed socialism 
will be a ‘long march’, but an absolutely nec­
essary one.
The task for those who claim to be the 
vanguard is to ensure that the new ‘power’ 
is not centralised in the hands of an ‘elite’ 
in the state, parties and unions, but that 
it is diffused as widely as possible among 
the mass of working people and citizens. 
Their task is to give the utmost systematic, 
clear and conscious encouragement to all 
the creative initiative through which the 
masses express their profound aspiration 
to become the true subjects of their own 
history, to manage their social life directly, 
by themselves.
Only then will there be a future for 
socialism ‘with a human face’ -  and this is 
the only kind of socialism which will be 
worth the long, persevering, sacrificial 
struggle ahead.
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This is an abridged version of the article “Strategy o f US Imperialism and the Cause of the 
Anti imperialist Forces in the Present Phase of the International Situation".
This appeared in AKAHATA, April 4, 1974, and in English translation in the Japanese 
Communist Party's “Information for Aborad” Bulletin No. 312.
The detente of the ‘seventies is a new asp­
ect of relations between the USSR and the 
USA, characterised by signing of the Agree­
ment on the Prevention of Nuclear War, the 
re-opening of diplomatic relations between 
the USA and China, the conclusion of treaties 
between the Soviet Union and West Germany, 
and between Poland and West Germany, as 
well as improved relations between East and 
West Germany and the progress of the Conf­
erence on Security and Co-operation in Europe. 
January 1973 saw the conclusion of the Paris 
Agreement and in February 1973 an Agree­
ment on Laos was reached.
Some sections of the anti-imperialist forces 
at home and abroad believe that US imperial­
ism has completely changed its policy from 
“cold war” to peaceful co-existence and “int­
ernational detente” .
But it is undeniable that the ferocity of 
Nixon’s war of aggression in Vietnam far sur­
passed anything Hitler did. It is undeniable 
that Nixon engineered the counter-revolution­
ary military coup in Chile and that he is now
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engaged in new aggression in the Middle East. 
It will not be Nixon who brings peace to the 
world, but the unremitting struggle of the 
three great revolutionary forces -  the social­
ist camp, the national liberation struggle and 
the struggle of the working class and working 
people in the capitalist world. Alone, none of 
these forces can control the course of world 
development. Each has its own historic miss­
ion to fulfil but, integrated in one body, it is 
they who can guide the process of develop­
ment in the direction of peace, national ind­
ependence and social progress.
It is in this context that the “detente bet­
ween East and West” must be examined in 
order to correctly understand Nixon's policy 
towards the socialist great powers in conn­
ection with his world strategy.
When he handed over the presidency to 
Nixon in 1969, Lyndon B. Johnson left the 
legacy of an unwinnable war in Vietnam. By 
then, the heroic struggle of the Vietnamese 
people had made it clear that victory for 
the US was impossible. Thus Nixon had to 
devise some means of saving the “honour 
and prestige” of the United States without 
abandoning Indochina altogether. The war 
had already cost $350,000 million ($164,000 
million in the Korean War) and this enorm­
ous expense added to a dollar crisis and the 
prestige of the US was at a low ebb. At the 
same time a broad anti-war movement was 
developing in America.
He was quick to take maximum advant­
age of the disunity of the anti-imperialist 
forces, particularly the dispute between the 
Soviet Union and China which had been 
growing more openly intense since the beg­
inning of the sixties, in order to avoid out­
right defeat in Indochina and to grab what 
he could for an “honourable withdrawal” .
Our Party has defined basic US strategy 
since Kennedy as a dual policy of negotiat­
ions and a continuation of aggression which 
wears the mask of “peace” and a policy of 
total defeat of one small socialist country 
after another and the national liberation 
movements, too, while promoting "rapp­
rochement” with greater socialist nations.
Not only did the Nixon-Kissinger adminis­
tration approach the Soviet Union, it also 
made secret overtures to China and at the 
same time demanded that its partners and 
allies share the US burden. During all this 
there was a sharp build-up of the intensity 
of the bombing in Indochina to the stage
that in four years of the Nixon administ­
ration, 8.64 million tons of bombs (1.4 
times as much as in the whole of World War 
II) had been dropped on Vietnam. It was 
while this was taking place that Nixon visited 
China and the Soviet Union.
He took advantage of the dispute between 
the Soviet Union and China and their suspic­
ion and abuse of each other to restrain both 
of them. In their support and assistance to 
the anti-imperialist forces throughout the 
world, each tries not to adversely affect their 
relations with the United States.
Kissinger states, in his news conference of 
December 27, 1973 -- “The breakdown in 
the unity of the Communist Bloc, with all 
that implies for the shift of energies and res­
ources to purposes other than a single-minded 
challenge to the United States and its friends, 
and for a higher priority in at least some Com­
munist countries to the pursuit of national 
interests rather than their subordination to 
the requirements of world revolution.” 
(Foreign Policy Report 1972).
Nixon’s visit to China and to the Soviet 
Union showed the development of his strat­
egy in its most naked form. In both count­
ries he was received as if he were an “apostle 
of peace” while concurrently there was tak­
ing place the unprecedentedly ferocious and 
indiscriminate bombing of the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam and the mining and 
blockade of Haiphong Harbour.
The peoples of Vietnam, Laos and Camb­
odia greeted this Nixon strategy with a res­
olute counter-attack, and the serious signif­
icance of this struggle has a special place in 
the history of the international liberation 
struggle in the post-war period. Though the 
Paris Agreement on Vietnam and the Agree­
ment on Laos won in January and February 
last year marked an important victory in the 
liberation struggle of the peoples of Indo­
china, it was not a final victory. US imper­
ialism still has a foothold in Indochina from 
which to launch further aggression.
In his 1973 Annual Report, the US Sec­
retary of Defence frankly states: “The three 
principles of strength, partnership and a will­
ingness to negotiate are inextricably inter­
twined, and no one of them should be pur­
sued at the expense of the others.”
The so-called rapprochement of the US 
with the Soviet Union and China is a con-
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crete example of the “negotiation” aspect 
of Nixon’s strategy, but there is also the 
repression of the peoples’ struggle for peace, 
national independence and social progress.
Since the end of World War II, US imper­
ialism has consistently adhered to the posit­
ion of strength and has carried out a policy 
of war and aggression in various parts of 
the world. With 560,000 troops stationed 
abroad, the US still has many aggressive mil­
itary alliances and a network of some 3,000 
military bases, all of which directly confront 
the socialist countries including the Soviet 
Union and China, and the national liberation 
movements throughout the world.
From all this it is clear that the US govern­
ment has made no change in foreign policy 
towards peaceful co-existence, rather that its 
intention is to maintain its own hegemony 
and to try to defeat its enemies one by one 
when the opportunity arises.
What the US really wants is to  carry for­
ward the “detente” established in Indochina 
in other spheres of influence. This is the real 
aim of US imperialism.
To quote Kissinger at the “Pacem in Terris” 
Conference held in Washington in October 1973:
“Co-existence to us continues to have a very 
precise meaning:
-  We will oppose the attempt by any coun­
try to achieve a position of predominance eith­
er globally or regionally.
-  We will resist any attempt to exploit a 
policy of detente to weaken our alliances.
-  We will react if relaxation of tensions 
is used as a cover to exacerbate conflicts in 
international trouble spots.
The Soviet Union cannot disregard these 
principles in any area of the world without 
imperilling its entire relationship with the Un­
ited States.”
To US imperialism, the status quo is the 
maintenance of aggression, rule and influence 
throughout the world as well as the network 
of military bases, in direct confrontation with 
the socialist countries and the anti-imperialist 
forces. And, at the same time, it includes nak­
ed aggression when and where the opportunity 
arises. This iS'^vhat the Nixon-Kissinger policy
of detente means.
Thus, it is very superficial to regard the US 
government’s policy of detente towards the 
Soviet Union and China as an important re­
alignment in the world. Such an estimation 
would be dangerous to the entire anti-imper­
ialist forces throughout the world and could 
only bring aid and comfort to Nixon and Kiss­
inger.
CONTINUED US IMPERIALIST “POLICY 
OF STRENGTH” AND THE IMPERIALIST 
CAMP
In the period since the signing of the Paris 
Agreement, the Nixon Administration has 
made much of Brezhnev’s visit to the United 
States and the signing of the “Agreement on 
Prevention of Nuclear War” , while at the 
same time fostering detente with China by 
the establishment of liaison offices in Peking 
and Washington and by Kissinger’s visit to 
China. And, against a background of increas­
ed tension between the Soviet Union and 
China, the US has not only pursued its aims 
in Indochina, but has manoeuvred further 
for two Koreas, instigated the overthrow of 
the popular government in Chile, and helped 
Israeli aggression in the Fourth Middle East 
War, while extending its control of the Arab 
countries in the role of mediator. This is all 
nothing more than the machinations of the 
“position of strength” . And throughout all 
this, acting on the “ Kissinger plan” , the US 
has reorganised and strengthened the imp­
erialist camp by drawing Japan into the “ wes­
tern world” , taking advantage of the oil crisis 
to strengthen the power of the dollar.
If we ignore these manoeuvres of US imp­
erialism and underestimate the importance 
of the Indochinese peoples’ struggle for final 
victory, under the miasma of “relaxation of 
tension” between East and West, we abandon 
the thesis that it is the development of the 
struggles of the three great progressive forces 
which will change the world situation.
In Latin America, in spite of the US imp- 
erialist-dominated Organisation of American 
States, countries such as Argentina, Peru and 
Panama have given virtual or open recognit­
ion to Cuba, and admitted the “diversity of 
ideology in Latin America” , and it was in 
this atmosphere that the Chilean Popular Gov­
ernment was established in 1970.
But the recent military coup d 'etat in 
Chile, sponsored by US imperialism, was but
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another example of the US policy of taking 
advantage of the tension between the USSR 
and China, while under the cloak of “ relax­
ation of tension” , while striking at yet ano­
ther democratic force, the US minimises its 
guilt in the eyes of the world as much as 
possible.
The situation in the Middle East war also 
manifests the US “position of strength” 
policy. Without the support of the Israeli 
reactionaries by US imperialism, the present 
situation would not exist. At the same time, 
US imperialism is making every effort to 
continue its control of the oil reserves in the 
Arab countries.
Since the conclusion of the Vietnam peace 
agreement, US imperialism has been trying to 
keep the imperialist camp together but this 
has only heightened its own declining role. 
During the Indochina war, the leaders of not 
only France and Sweden, but those of Great 
Britain and West Germany have been critical 
of the US in the concluding stage of the war. 
The “Kissinger plan” of April 1973 is intend­
ed not only to re-establish the leadership of 
US imperialism but also to combine the 
NATO countries with Japan, to make these 
countries share responsibility, and once more 
to consolidate the imperialist partnership.
“RELAXATION OF TENSION” FOR STA­
TUS QUO AND GENUINE PEACE
When Nixon and Kissinger speak of the 
fundamental turn from the “cold war” to 
the “ relaxation of tension” they have in 
mind particularly the Nuclear War Prevent­
ion Agreement and two other agreements 
on Strategic Arms Limitations concluded 
between the USSR and the US, a series of 
treaties concerning the German question 
and the progress of the Conference on 
Security and Co-operation in Europe.
The Nuclear War Prevention Agreement 
states that the parties agree that they will act 
in such a manner as to exclude the outbreak 
of nuclear war between them and between 
either of the parties and other countries.
Today in the situation of what is said to 
be balanced nuclear forces, it is true that 
even the United States cannot easily under­
take nuclear war. The Agreement is a state­
ment of this fact and nothing more.
For a period after World War II, US imp­
erialism, holding a monopoly of nuclear 
weapons, established a system of aggression 
against the socialist camp by keeping these 
weapons poised, but the USSR’s development 
of nuclear weapons checked this threat. It 
became clear, especially during the 1962 
Cuban events that a confrontation with nuc­
lear weapons was by no means easy for US 
imperialism. Nevertheless, US imperialism 
continues to develop nuclear weapons and 
so does the USSR -  so the stalemate contin­
ues.
The Agreement on the Prevention of 
Nuclear War does not bind the hand of US 
imperialism and does not promise the com­
plete prohibition of nuclear weapons sought 
by the world’s peoples. US imperialism has 
formed unilateral and bilateral military all­
iances, it has deployed its nuclear weapons 
in other countries and sends its nuclear 
submarines throughout the world. None 
of these actions is prohibited by the Agree­
ment.
How then should we understand the cont­
ent of the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti- 
ballistic Missiles (ABM) and the Interim Agree 
ment on the Limitation of Strategic Offensive 
Arms concluded in May 1972, during Nixon’s 
visit to the USSR?
While the ABM treaty sets an upper limit 
of two hundred of these weapons to be held 
by each side, at the time the treaty was con­
cluded, the US possessed none of them and 
the USSR had only sixty-four, so in fact this 
treaty allows both sides to expand their arm­
ament.
The Interim Agreement on Strategic Off­
ensive Arms is intended only to freeze the 
number of inter-continental ballistic missiles 
(ICBM) and submarine ballistic missiles 
(SLMB).
In fact, these agreements do not nullify 
US imperialism’s development of new weap­
ons and its policy of nuclear war.
Needless to say US strategic arms are 
aimed first of all against the Soviet Union. 
This, in itself, despite the agreements, shows 
what the reality is concerning “ relaxation 
of tension”.
More than a quarter of a century has 
passed since the world raised its voice for 
complete prohibition of nuclear weapons. 
Meanwhile, the Partial Nuclear Ban Treaty
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and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
have been concluded and each time they 
have been called “an important step” toward 
complete prohibition of nuclear weapons or 
“progress” toward world peace. But they have 
never prevented US imperialism from devel­
oping nuclear weapons. As an example, the 
US has conducted more than two hundred 
and fifty underground nuclear tests in the 
ten years following the conclusion of the 
Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.
Thus it becomes ever clearer that an a tt­
empt to realise the prevention of nuclear war 
and prohibition of nuclear weapons which 
does not rely chiefly on international public 
opinion and the broad mass movement but 
relies mainly on diplomatic negotiations in 
the long run will be forced to stay within the 
limit imposed by US imperialism.
In this situation, our Party pointed out 
last July that it was necessary to return to 
the starting point of the world peace move­
ment after World War II, and call for comp­
lete prohibition of nuclear weapons. We asked 
the communist and workers’ parties to devel­
op this struggle.
Another manifestation of “ relaxation of 
tension” is the current negotiations on the 
mutual reduction of forces of East and West 
in Europe. The phenomenon of “relaxation 
of tension” in Europe by no means has a 
clear content at least at present. What is 
clear is the confirmation of the status quo.
Of course, this has a certain importance in 
checking aggression, but it is wrong to over­
estimate it as a “realisation of peaceful co­
existence”.
At present, although they welcome the 
Conference on Security and Co-operation 
in Europe, many European communist part­
ies hold that they should develop the strug­
gle of their peoples for the simultaneous 
dissolution of NATO and the Warsaw Treaty 
Organisation, the withdrawal of foreign 
troops and evacuation of military bases on 
foreign territory, the overthrow of US imp­
erialist domination in Europe and the est­
ablishment of a completely free Europe, in 
order to establish genuine peace and secur­
ity in Europe. The development of this 
struggle will open the way to establish gen­
uine collective security in Europe.
In connection with the progress of the 
Conference in Europe, there is increasing 
emphasis on the need for a so-called “Asian
Collective Security System” based on the 
ten Bandung Principles.
In present specific conditions, if coll­
ective security in Asia envisages creation 
of a system of collective security and co­
operation in the whole of Asia along the 
lines proposed by the US imperialists in 
Europe, where would it lead us? What 
would result from this except the “ recognit­
ion of the status quo” of colonialist and 
neo-colonialist rule over Asian countries in­
cluding the “divided states” by US imperial­
ism and confirmation of a humiliating “peace” 
with the content of “legalisation”?
The working class and the broad masses 
of working people in Japan who, since 1960, 
have developed a great historic struggle to 
abolish the US-Japan military alliance, can­
not accept the idea of first convening a "Con­
ference on Collective Security and Co-operat- 
ion in Asia” and then gradually dissolving the 
military bloc, confirming the "status quo” of 
Asia.
PRETTIFYING US IMPERIALISM AND 
SINO-SOVIET RIVALRY
A new theory of prettifying US imperial­
ism has emerged in a situation in which it 
promotes a strategy for “strength, partner­
ship and negotiation” notable for its “det­
ente” diplomacy, while certain sectors of the 
anti-imperialist camp hail the Nixon admin­
istration’s alleged switch from the “cold war” 
to “peaceful co-existence” . Accompanying 
this new theory there is a serious develop­
ment, namely the aggravation of Sino-Soviet 
rivalry.
According to  the new theory, there has 
appeared in the USA a group of politicians 
who, on the basis of their alleged “ realism” 
and “reasonableness” , seek to accommod­
ate themselves to the changed balance of 
forces in the world and bring into being the 
relaxation of tension. It is said that these 
politicians should be respected. Furthermore, 
there is supposed to exist in US ruling circles 
another group, a reactionary clique, which 
comprises “the top echelon of the military- 
industrial complex, ultra-right elements, 
Zionists, and counter-revolutionary immigres 
from socialist countries”.
This new theory which repeatedly arises, 
does so inevitably because US imperialism 
is analysed from the standpoint of justifying 
the alleged decisive role of one’s own “det-
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ente” diplomacy, rather than from the stand­
point of the struggle of the three great inter­
national revolutionary forces, with their aims 
of independence, peace, democracy and social 
progress. It arises from failure to take a com­
prehensive look at the characteristic features 
of US imperialism which remains the ring­
leader of world reaction, the international 
gendarme and the main force of war and agg­
ression. The fundamental error of the theory 
of alleged bi-polarisation of US ruling circles 
lies, more than in anything else, in its failure 
to take cognisance of the dual policy of imp­
erialism.
It is self-evident that Nixon and Kissinger 
cannot be respected as men of reason in view 
of their current activities in Asia, Latin Am­
erica, the Middle East, Europe and particul­
arly in Indochina. That the Nixon administ­
ration represents the upper strata of the 
military-industrial complex is substantiated 
by facts.
As for the so-called change in the form 
of manifestation of US imperialism, it is no­
thing but Nixon's “detente” diplomacy or 
the Nixon-Kissinger doctrine that represents 
such a change. Although admittedly worked 
out in consideration of Soviet military pow­
er, it is a strategy of extricating the US from 
the quagmire in Indochina by taking advant­
age of Sino-Soviet rivalry, to reinforce all­
iance partnerships and to continue the policy 
of defeating its enemies one by one in given 
conditions.
Certain people who previously criticised 
the unprincipled line of collaboration with 
the USA now say “personages such as Pres­
ident Nixon are preferable to social-democ- 
rats or revisionists who, when in power, take 
entirely different actions” . They allege that 
the greatest danger now confronting the 
world is “ social imperialism” ; they approve 
of the US-Japan military alliance under the 
pretext of countering it and even say it 
would be unavoidable for Japan to place it­
self under the US “nuclear umbrella”.
The argument that President Nixon is 
preferable to “revisionists” in power and 
the argument that Japan must shelter under 
the US nuclear umbrella -  which is a comp­
lete about-face from their earlier position of 
unequivocally opposing the US-Japan milit­
ary alliance -  are bo,th traceable to the the­
ory of prettifying US imperialism to which 
they subscribe, alleging that the main enemy 
is the Soviet Union.
People representing this trend likewise 
have come to approve of NATO from a 
similar viewpoint.
The rivalry between China and the Soviet 
Union which began as a political and ideol­
ogical rivalry has today become a grave state 
rivalry in which both sides deploy huge arm­
ed forces.
LESSONS TO BE DRAWN FROM THE 
VIETNAMESE PEOPLE’S STRUGGLE
The first lesson is that the Vietnamese 
Workers’ Party, the South Vietnam National 
Front for Liberation and the Vietnamese 
people, without harbouring any illusions 
about the aggressive character of US imper­
ialism, looked squarely at its philosophy, 
barbarity and reaction and also took due 
note of its weaknesses.
The Vietnamese made their correct eval­
uation of US imperialism, of the balance of 
forces between friends and foes, and of the 
people’s determination to fight and thus 
carried on the struggle in an undaunted, wise 
manner. This, indeed, was the prerequisite 
for their triumph.
The second lesson to be drawn from the 
Vietnam people’s struggle is that the peoples 
of various countries should preserve the aut­
onomy of the movements in their countries 
to the utmost, relying on their own strength 
more than on anything else. Had the Vietnam­
ese people paid insufficient attention to their 
own autonomous judgment, had they failed 
to preserve their autonomy to the end, and 
had they given in to thevviews of one or oth­
er of the great socialist countries, what would 
the outcome of their historic struggle have 
been? There is no room for doubt about the 
answer to this question.
It is necessary to say this because there 
is a current opinion which describes the Paris 
Agreement won by the Vietnamese people 
as if it reflected the “detente” diplomacy 
that the Nixon-Kissinger team adopts vis-a- 
vis the socialist great powers.
The third lesson is that the socialist 
camp, the international communist move­
ment and the world’s anti-imperialist 
forces can be successful if they unite against 
their common enemy no matter what other 
differences or disunity may exist in their 
ranks.
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The Soviet Union and China, despite 
their rivalry, have continued to provide the 
Vietnamese people with useful material ass­
istance. This, together with the activities 
of all anti-imperialist forces, indicates that 
if there is a will to struggle together, they 
are capable of attaining a certain success no 
matter what their differences. This, too, is 
a very important lesson to be drawn from the 
struggle of the past decade or so. However, 
there is reason to believe that if all anti-imp­
erialist forces had grasped the truth of US 
imperialism’s dual policies and united their 
will to do their utmost in assisting the Viet­
nam people’s struggle, then the Vietnamese 
people could have achieved a greater victory 
much sooner and at smaller sacrifice. It is 
necessary to emphasis this self-evident fact 
anew because some activities that could im­
pair the unity of anti-imperialist forces are 
again evident.
US imperialism now intends to translate 
the concept of a "new Atlantic Charter” 
into reality with a view to reorganising and 
reinforcing the imperialist camp through link­
ing the NATO countries and Japan.
It is of great importance that the workers 
of Japan, Italy, France, Britain and other 
countries should unite in struggles to wreck 
these plans as well as for the dismantling of 
the US-Japan military alliance and NATO.
An issue that cannot be left ambiguous 
is whether to give priority to the develop­
ment of anti-imperialist struggle by the 
peopoe of each country or to the support 
of a particular socialist country’s diplomacy 
vis-a-vis imperialist countries, as the main 
task of anti-imperialist struggle.
Our Party supports the peaceful co-exist­
ence diplomacy of socialist countries. As its 
program notes: ‘‘The Party fights for world 
peace and for peaceful co-existence of states 
with different social systems.” From this 
point of view, our Party supports the norm­
alisation of our country’s diplomatic relat­
ions with socialist countries as well as devel­
oping relations with these countries in econ­
omic, technological, cultural and other fields. 
We do not deny the possibility that a social­
ist country may have to make diplomatic 
concessions to capitalist countries. But what­
ever the circumstances, the socialist countries’ 
diplomacy vis-a-vis imperialist countries 
should not run counter to the interests of 
national liberation struggles or of revolution­
ary struggles in capitalist countries; nor
should support for such diplomacy be imp­
osed on the struggles of the peoples. This 
is because the socialist countries’ diplomatic 
policies, even if correct, cannot replace the 
national liberation struggles or the struggles 
of the working class in capitalist countries.
It is only when they are correctly related to 
the development of these struggles that the 
socialist countries can force a retreat by im­
perialism.
Important as the unity of the internation­
al communist movement is for the democratic 
forces to develop their struggles in a correct 
direction, it cannot be overlooked that in 
some sections of the international commun­
ist movement there have appeared some mov­
es running counter to this unity. Such moves 
derive from insistence on loyalty to a certain 
party as “the touchstone of proletarian inter­
nationalism and marxism-leninism”, and may 
be seen in attempts to compel the internation­
al communist movement and democratic mov­
ements to express unalloyed admiration for 
the so-called “detente” diplomacy, to carry 
out “ideological unification” in this direct­
ion and to brand parties refusing to  follow 
suit as “left and right opportunist” , “ revis­
ionist” , “isolationist” and “regionalist” .
There is no need for a “vanguard” party 
or a “guiding centre” . Each party has the 
whole responsibility for the revolutionary 
movement in its own country and struggles 
to develop the movement autonomously. 
Mutual support for each other’s endeavours 
is required. These are the fundamental con­
ditions of existence of the present internat­
ional communist movement.
New attempts to undermine this stand­
point may ruin not only the autonomous 
development of the struggles of the world’s 
peoples but also proletarian international­
ism in the form of the people’s co-ordinated 
action. No matter how big a socialist country 
is and no matter what role it plays objective­
ly in international politics, a single country 
cannot have a decisive influence on the course 
of the entire development of the world.
To oppose the anachronistic idea of a tt­
empting to revive a “vanguard” or “guiding 
centre” , to wage resolute struggle in the rev­
olutionary movement of one’s own country 
autonomously, to unite in the common strug­
gle against US imperialism and to stand in the 
van of the international encirclement of US 
imperialism -  this is the task of the internat­
ional communist movement.
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Dehind every
nood men
mavis nooercson
The wom en who act for, sustain and 
support the men who march across the pages 
o f history are seldom credited with being 
more than the good wom en who stand be­
hind good men. In this framework such w om ­
en are said to be powerful. This is debatable and
* BRIDE OF THE.REVOLUTION, KRUP­
SKAYA AND LENIN, by Robert McNeal, 
V ictor Gollancz, London, pp. 326, Price - 
$Aust. 10 .55.
m ost live vicariously through the lives o f o th ­
ers. In general, written history ignores any 
contribution they make in their own right.
All to o  little has been written o f the lives 
o f wom en revolutionaries, but now  a book*  
on Krupskaya brings to  life one o f the most 
important wom en o f the Russion revolution. 
The author, Robert McNeal, does not deny 
that her life can be considered outside her 
association with Lenin, but he presents her 
as an individual who made a determ ined con­
tribution to  the revolution from her youth, 
before she met Lenin, till old age, long after
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Lenin’s death. McNeal seeks to  rescue Krup­
skaya from any suggestion that she was no 
more than Lenin’s com panion although he 
recognises that this relationship determined  
the main arena for her contribution.
Until now , readers in English primarily 
know Krupskaya from her own writings ab­
out Lenin, but McNeal has availed him self 
o f a much wider range o f  sources, notably  
materials published in Russian, including a 
Soviet bibliographical work produced in 
M oscow in 1969 , the archives o f  the Paris 
office o f  the secret police o f Imperial 
Russia and those o f  Trotsky. From these 
emerge the first substantial biography o f  
Krupskaya in English.
A problem for biographers, and McNeal 
is no exception , is the tendency to  pass con ­
temporary judgm ents on the atmosphere 
and values o f  another tim e. In this case, the 
author som etim es adopts a hectoring tone  
to dismiss as invalid som e o f the sacrifices 
which may have been quite reasonable for 
a revolutionary in Czarist Russia, moreover 
he can be remarkably insensitive to  som e o f  
Krupskaya’s values.
U ndoubtedly, Krupskaya was not a fem ­
inist in the sense that such a term is used to ­
day, but she came out o f a tradition o f Russ­
ian intellectuals, notably Chernyshevsky, who  
propagated the equality o f  wom en, repudiat­
ed bourgeois marriage as a form o f slavery and 
stressed the ideal o f  male sexual self-denial 
as a sign o f a new m orality. In the circum stan­
ces, Krupskaya, according to  tod ay’s values, 
probably had a m ixture o f  “advancetf*’ and 
“conservative” attitudes but the author quite 
misses the point, obvious to  any fem inist, 
socialist or not, when he records Krupskaya’s 
approach to  the developm ent o f  youth  act­
ivities in the Russia o f  m id-1917. Krupskaya 
helped to  establish youth organisations which, 
at the tim e, involved young Bolsheviks, Men­
sheviks and anarchists. McNeal, describing 
their activities, dismisses them  as non-politic- 
al, but the politics have considerable fem inist 
significance and accord with the socialist 
tradition. All members o f  the organisation, 
known as “ Light and Know ledge”, were re­
quired to  learn sewing and it is recorded that 
Krupskaya overwhelmed with criticism a 
Bolshevik boy who objected to  learning this 
skill on the grounds that wives do the sewing. 
This was not Krupskaya’s idea o f  relations 
betw een the sexes.
Krupskaya was the child o f  a radical man 
and, for the tim es, an emancipated woman. 
Her name, Nadezhda, is the Russian for hope. 
Both parents exposed their daughter to their 
views on class oppression, religion, education  
and service to  the people. Nadya chose to  
becom e a country school teacher and it is not
w ithout significance for fem inists that her 
first propaganda essay begins with the fo llow ­
ing quotation from Nekrasov:
Thy lo t is hard, a w om an’s lo t
A harder lo t can scarce be found.
Influenced by T olstoy, who sought to  
bring culture to  the downtrodden, her first 
social contribution was to  translate the ‘Count 
o f M onte Cristo’ for a cheap Russian language 
edition . Nadya soon tired o f  this rather esot­
eric m ethod o f bringing enlightenm ent to  
Russia and sought more practical work and 
theories. She becam e an early reader o f  Marx 
whom  she found difficult, and a teacher in 
evening class for illiterate workers. She was 
already a revolutionary political worker when 
she m et Lenin.
The marriage o f Lenin and Krupskaya was 
in part determ ined by the ideological influ­
ence o f  men like Chernyshevsky and Czarist 
police laws. Marriage was often  seen as a 
means to  assist revolutionary wom en to  es­
cape from oppressive situations while the pol­
ice laws provided for fiancees to  join each 
other in exile. The law was used to  maintain 
contact with exiles. Women revolutionaries 
volunteered as fiancees when necessary. Be­
cause the law was so used, the Czarist police 
demanded an alteration to  ensure that act­
ual marriages took  place in exile. In Krupsk­
aya’s case, after both she and Lenin had 
been imprisoned and sentenced to  exile, 
she was chosen as Lenin’s secretary, but 
the actual marriage had not been firmly arr­
anged. Her m other travelled with her to  the 
village o f  Shushenskoe and she carried a 
police order for an “ im m ediate” marriage 
which, after som e Czarist bureaucratic 
bungling, took  place in July 1898.
The detail o f the life o f  Krupskaya and 
Lenin as told by McNeal is the detail o f  
firmly com m itted women and men through 
difficult days and years o f  exile inside and 
outside Russia, through incredible setbacks 
to  the triumph o f  the October R evolution  
and beyond.
Krupskaya emerges as Lenin’s devoted  
helper, utilising her talents to  maintain an 
organisation o f revolutionaries. She did the 
hard and detailed work, writing letters, org­
anising the printing and distribution o f  clan­
destine publications, keeping codes, translat­
ing texts. She becam e the secretary o f  the 
Bolshevik Party but at that tim e the status 
o f the position was not as it is today. Through 
all this she maintained and pursued her own 
interests, particularly in respect to  education.
Biographies may be read by the curious, 
by those who like adventure and by those  
who appreciate “ living history” , but this bi-
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ography is o f  special interest for those who 
seek to  observe the historical connection  be­
tw een the ideas o f  socialism and fem inism  
and for those who want to  understand the 
real, not the idealised, Russian revolution  
with all its heroism and its warts.
In the orthodox Soviet histories, no m en­
tion is ever made o f  the relationship betw een  
Inessa Armand and Lenin although there has 
been much speculation on this. McNeal pres­
ents the known evidence fairly and w ithout 
sensationalism . He cannot “ prove” beyond  
doubt the exten t o f  this relationship but he 
does n ot shy away from the personal lives o f  
his subjects, rejects the view that knowledge 
o f personal relationships will in som e way 
demean the great, and connects the personal 
with the political. It is the last question which 
is o f  considerable interest. McNeal writes con ­
vincingly o f  Krupskaya’s hurt as the relation­
ship betw een Lenin and Armand developed  
but pays tribute to  her objectivity and close  
friendship with Armand and her children. He 
He then develops a theory that the key press­
ure exerted on Krupskaya to  identify with 
Stalin in his struggle to  win total control o f  
the Bolshevik Party in the years follow ing  
Lenin’s death is connected with Krupskaya’s 
vulnerability over the relationship betw een  
Lenin and Armand.
Many different pressures were exerted on  
Krupskaya and she held out for a long tim e 
but, according to  McNeal, her endorsem ent 
o f Stalin in 1927 coincided with the public­
ation o f  a short novel “ A Great Love” by Al­
exandra Kollontai. “ A Great Love” is the 
story o f  an emigrant Russian revolutionary 
leader com plete with beard and cap. His w ife, 
like Krupskaya, is ill. His lover is younger, a 
wom an o f experience and independent means. 
She works for a tim e as the party secretary 
and is an excellent linguist. She chooses to  
leave her lover and return to  Russia to  work 
in the underground. Leaving aside the notion  
o f lover, which cannot be proven, all the o th ­
er facts fit Armand. Kollontai’s story was in 
circulation briefly in 1927 and shortly after 
Krupskaya’s partial endorsement o f  Stalin 
it was withdrawn and never republished.
The facts are clear enough and the theory  
seem s plausible. It is well known that Krup­
skaya was an opponent o f Stalin before Len­
in ’s death and that Lenin intervened against 
Stalin’s rudeness to  Krupskaya. Less well 
known is the fact that Krupskaya fought ag­
ainst the Lenin cult, opposing from the beg­
inning the Lenin Mausoleum.
She battled to  have published Lenin’s test­
am ent and McNeal records the whole sorry 
tale o f  this struggle, the allies who forsook  
her, the cynical manoeuvres in the leadership, 
the silence o f Trotsky. Krupskaya refused to
give in. She used her moral authority as Len­
in’s w idow in the 13th Congress in 1924 to  
cut across Stalin’s insistence that Trotsky re­
cant his errors or admit his factionalism . In 
general, Krupskaya supported the line o f  the 
party in this period, remaining outside the 
factions and seeking a united party through  
reconciliation rather than confrontation. Yet 
she took  her demand for the publication of 
Lenin’s last writings to  a vote at a m eeting o f  
“senior” delegates, forty in number, on the 
eve o f Congress. Some who were later to be 
Stalin’s victims voted against publication or 
refused to  speak. They included Kamenev, 
Zinoviev and Trotsky. In the latter’s case, he 
was to  write years later o f  Krupskaya’s gentle 
insistence that to  conceal the testam ent was 
a “ direct violation o f  the will o f  Lenin to  
w hom  you could not deny the right to  bring 
his last advice to  the attention o f  the party” , 
but at the tim e he maintained silence. Never­
theless, 10 o f the 40 present voted for pub­
lication.
By 1925, Krupskaya was moving towards 
the opposition, becom ing openly critical 
that too  much was being conceded away from 
socialism in the name o f  econom ic recovery. 
She suffered suppression o f her own views and 
was subjected to  heckling in m eetings. In the 
period that follow ed, she signed opposition  
docum ents including the fam ous “ Declaration 
o f the Thirteen” , initiated b y  Zinoviev and 
Trotsky, and one criticising Soviet policy in 
respect to  the British General Strike o f  1926.
In that year, after seem ingly exhausting  
all possibilities for the publication o f  Lenin’s 
testam ent inside the Soviet Union, she returned 
to  her illegal style and sent it abroad, but its 
publication in the ‘New York T im es’ in Octob­
er 1926 did not reach the USSR. (Krupskaya 
had been dead for many years when Lenin’s 
testam ent was published for mass consum ption  
inside the Soviet Union after the 20th Cong­
ress o f the CPSU in 1956 .)
In various ways Stalin moved against the 
opposition. Zinoviev and Trotsky made a 
promise to  end their activity in the interests 
o f the working class but such high motives 
were not offered to  Krupskaya. Rumours 
and innuendo were used to  discredit her. It 
is in this con text that McNeal judges the book­
let by Kollontai. Whatever the truth o f  the 
matter, it is clear that Krupskaya was not ac­
tive in the opposition after November 1926, 
and that her first public statem ent o f  qual­
ified support for Stalin came in May 1927  
shortly after “ A Great Love” had been pub­
lished. At this tim e, she attacked the oppos­
ition although she never com pletely recant­
ed her support.
Perhaps she felt justified, too , when the 
Lenin testam ent was published in the Bull­
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etin o f the party congress in 1927 . The circ­
ulation was lim ited to  delegates but at least 
it was no longer a secret. McNeal’s theory  
about the use made by  Stalin o f the public­
ation o f  “ A Great Love” to  win som e supp­
ort from Krupskaya allows for more specul­
ation. For exam ple, K ollontai was herself 
an early and outspoken oppositionist yet 
she was one o f  the very few  Bolshevik lead­
ers at the tim e o f  October 1917 who surv­
ived Stalin’s purges. Perhaps this was part 
of the price extracted from her. Perhaps, 
too, Kollontai, an exponent o f the sexual 
revolution, felt little  com passion for Krup­
skaya who held very conservative ideas on 
such questions. Later she was to  support 
the strengthening o f the Soviet fam ily and 
to  welcom e the repeal o f  the law which 
guaranteed legal abortion. Whatever the 
truth o f  the matter it suggests another asp­
ect o f  the fem inism o f  Kollontai, which is 
in general justifiably admired, that is that 
then, as now , it is d ifficult for wom en in 
political organisations to  always determine 
their priorities and to  express that solidar­
ity with each other which is now  called 
sisterhood.
McNeal records how , in the follow ing  
years, until her death in 1939 , Krupskaya 
did her best to  protect Lenin’s mem ory  
from the growing bad taste o f  painters, 
film-makers and story-tellers who made him  
less o f a man by presenting him as a god.
Her ch ief political concern remained 
with education and the care o f children. 
Although conservative on several matters 
which fem inists regard as essential for the 
liberation o f w om en, she often protested  
the burdens o f w om en in Soviet Russia, and 
sought ways to  alleviate them  through the 
establishment o f  child care centres, public 
laundries and dining rooms. In education, 
she fought a losing battle for a concept o f  
education where study and work would be 
com bined. At the tim e, the need for many 
semi-skilled workers and a relatively few  
specialists, for a rapidly developing industry, 
determined a different form o f education.
In recent tim es, Soviet education has devel­
oped more in keeping with Krupskaya’s 
theories.
In her last years she was to  add the cust­
omary number o f praises to  Stalin in her 
speeches and writings, but she always refused 
to  acknowledge the m yth that Stalin was 
Lenin’s closest comrade. She did, however, 
endorse the purges while pleading the cause 
o f many o f  its victims.
McNeal offers som e convincing reasons 
for her support o f the purges and suggests 
that her m otivation was similar to  those who
agreed to  confess in the name o f  som e great­
er good, presented as party and working class 
unity in face o f  the greater danger out there 
(counter-revolution, foreign intervention, 
fascism, war -  all real enough).
He argues that Krupskaya was devoted to  
an abstraction -- the ideal revolution and that 
by not com ing to  terms with the harsh real­
ities o f post-October Russia, she left herself 
little alternative but to  remain devoted to  the  
revolution regardless o f  the corruptions under 
Stalin. Whether this is true or not, it is now  
much clearer than it was in Krupskaya’s life­
tim e that no one can, with certainty, guaran­
tee the progress o f socialist developm ent. Such 
factors as the state o f  the econom y before, 
during and after the revolution, the dem ocra­
tic experience o f the working class, the inter­
national trend (for or against revolution) as 
well as the integrity o f the revolutionary par­
ty and its leadership must all be taken into  
account. No one should underestimate the 
latter point but it cannot be seen in isolation  
from the rest.
In this case, McNeal hides none o f  the 
subjective weaknesses o f  the Bolshevik Party 
after Lenin died, and even hints that som e 
o f the problem s which later emerged could  
be attributed to  Lenin -- for exam ple, som e 
areas o f  censorship -  but his admiration for 
Krupskaya, and Lenin, over-ride other ques­
tions. His Krupskaya is a woman in her own  
right, determ ined to  work for hum anity and 
showing great strength against odds which 
w ould have destroyed many others.
To acquaint oneself with her life through 
M cNeal’s work, one can only agree that:
“ Although she lived in the shadow  o f  
her great husband, Krupskaya’s life  
is marked by a sternness and integrity 
that is her ow n. If necessary she could  
and did suffer im prisonm ent, break with  
Menshevik friends, accept Inessa Armand 
as a dear comrade, suppress undesirable 
books, and risk the consequences o f 
smuggling Lenin’s testam ent abroad.
Above all she was tough enough not to  
be personally corrupted by the power 
that her husband and his party had won, 
against very long odds.”
One may regret the com prom ises she even­
tually made with Stalin, but in fairness one  
must also marvel that she held out so long and 
that the com prom ises were never total capitul­
ation.
There are all to o  few  revolutionary hero­
ines and even fewer presentations o f  revolut­
ionaries who are neither all good nor all bad. 
Professor McNeal deserves our gratitude for 
his Krupskaya w ho is both revolutionary and 
human.
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dum-dee 
d n d  me d.L.p
The three following contributions comment on the book “From Tweedledum to 
Tweedledee”. *
Although the book is strongly criticised from different points of view, the issues 
raised are sufficiently important to warrant the extended comment.
By WINTON HIGGINS
For the left in general, analysis o f  social 
dem ocratic parties is a traditional area both  
o f over-sensitivity and o f  extrem e confusion.
From Tweedledum to Tweedledee. The New 
Labor Government in Australia: A Critique 
o f its Social Model, by Robert Catley and 
Bruce McFarlane (A‘NZ Book Co., Sydney, 
1974 ), $3 .50 .
This over-sensitivity and confusion have 
their historical roots in the unaccidental ten­
dency for marxists and marxist parties to  
collapse into social dem ocratic perspectives. 
The confusion is intensified by the em otion­
al invective and internecine strife which 
tears the left apart whenever this tendency  
manifests itself. Preoccupied with the ego­
centric problems o f  “liquidationism ”, “ ultra­
leftism ” , and so on, the left hardly ever gets
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round to  a dispassionate analysis o f  social 
democracy itself -- an analysis that must 
have far-reaching consequences for left strat­
egy. Only this can explain why tw o  academ­
ics produced in five weeks what the entire 
Australian left has failed to  produce in over 
fifty  years: a sustained enquiry into the ALP 
and its “ social m odel”.
The great bulk o f  this little book is a 
pastiche o f  clippings from  the ‘ Australian 
Financial R eview ’, ‘The National Times’,
‘The Australian’, and a handful o f  other 
journals. But a central thesis does emerge 
from the book: how ever ad hoc, spontaneous 
and even contradictory ALP policies may app­
ear on the surface, together they articulate a 
com plex and deliberate plan for social and 
econom ic integration in the interests o f a 
streamlined “ neo-capitalism ” , The authors 
therefore stress the INTERCONNECTIONS 
betw een policies, for the classic ruse o f  
social dem ocracy is to  offer the dispossessed  
classes certain palliatives (“ progressive meas­
ures” as the are fashionably and mislead­
ingly called by the le ft) with strings attach­
ed -  strings that hold  together a “ package 
deal” whereby, in exchange they surrender 
their effective pow er to  demand more rad­
ical changes.
The evidence w hich Catley and McFar- 
lane bring forward to  support this thesis is 
irrefutable. Apart from  the policies them ­
selves and their obvious congruity, there is 
a large body o f  evidence as to  what Labor’s 
overall priorities are, and the sources o f its 
strategy to  achieve them . Its first priority is 
a high stable growth rate, and it has gleaned 
a strategy for achieving this from the major 
international “think-tank” for capitalist 
planning and stabilisation, the Organisation 
for E conom ic Co-operation and D evelopm ent 
(OECD), as well as the more glamorous ex ­
amples o f  social dem ocracy at work, partic­
ularly Sweden.
Basically, tw o kinds o f  policies are used 
to  achieve the desired growth rate. The first 
involves a much greater degree o f  government 
planning, including forecasting private indust­
ry ’s future demands for labor, raw materials, 
transport facilities and so  on. The second is 
intended to  increase the productivity o f labor 
by dom esticating the workforce, making it 
more class collaborationist in attitude and 
willing to  accom m odate the sw iftly  changing 
needs o f the capitalist class. This second type  
o f policy necessitates the integration o f the 
trade union m ovem ent into the state and o th ­
er capitalist institutions at all levels, from  co ­
operation o f the upper echelon o f  trade union  
officialdom  on to  government consultative 
panels, right dow n to  co-option o f  local m ilit­
ants in workers’ participation schem es. The 
title o f  the fourth chapter -- “ Destroying  
Class Politics” -- thus sums up the ALP’s 
strategy towards the labor m ovem ent.
Catley and McFarlane justly dismiss the 
conventional le ft approach to  the ALP which  
sees that party as a collection  o f  individuals, 
som e idealistic and som e opportunists, and a 
random collection  o f  policies, som e good and 
som e bad -  an approach which ends up in the  
tactic o f  putting your m oney on the idealists 
and the good policies and hoping for the best. 
Clearly, this approach dissolves the coherence  
o f the ALP so  that the basic thrust o f  its pol­
icies is lost from  sight.
The ALP’s unqualified com m itm ent to  
capitalism is certainly established in the book, 
but the suggestion in the title  that the ALP 
and the Opposition are indistinguishable con­
tradicts one o f  its major them es: the ALP was 
elected in 1972 by the grace o f  key non­
working class sectors precisely because it pro­
posed new solutions to  the problem s o f  Aust­
ralian capitalism. From the standpoint o f  the 
working class, the election o f  the ALP has 
m eant that its main class adversary, the cap­
italist state, has made a radical switch in strat­
egy, from Liberal-inspired confrontation and 
even violence against the working class, to  
ALP-inspired undermining o f  that class’ org­
anisational bases.
What is true, and what the British exper­
ience confirm s, is that the crises o f  late cap­
italism reduce the range o f  choice available 
to  rival parties o f  capitalism, so  that a proc­
ess o f  CONVERGENCE occurs. This process 
forces a labor party to  abandon its tradition­
al egalitarian posturing just as surely as it 
forces its opponents to  abandon laissez- 
faire. As British com m unist Bill Warren 
writes:
“ Wilson was election  in 1964  on a plat­
form and with an ideology in which equal­
ity scarcely figured. On the contrary, it was 
widely noted that the traditional Labor 
rhetoric o f  equality and social justice had 
been largely abandoned in favour o f  em ph­
asis on efficiency, dynamism, the scientific  
and technological revolution as applied to  
Britain and so on. Alongside this went rhet­
orical broadsides against grouse-shooting am­
ateurs, Tory backw oods squires, etc. which
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again emphasised efficiency rather than jus­
tice as the crux o f  the difference betw een  
Labor and T ory.”
The analogy between 1964 Britain and 
1972 Australia hardly requires elaboration.
And just as the failure o f  traditional Tory 
policy turned Heath into “ an orthodox  
social dem ocrat” in 1972, so the Liberals’
1972  electoral defeat has, as the recent Fed­
eral election  campaign show ed, turned 
Snedden into an orthodox technocratic 
laborite.
This contradiction in the book, betw een  
seeing the ALP as identical with the Oppos­
ition , and seeing it as having crucial differ­
ences from  it, is sym ptom atic o f  the authors’ 
underlying theoretical inconsistencies. The 
introduction sets the pace with an orgy o f  
eclecticism : Lenin’s 1913 characterisation 
o f the ALP as a liberal-bourgeois party is 
quoted with approval, and yet we are invited 
to  join in the old laborite’s grief on the dem ­
ise o f  the ALP’s radical egalitarianism. In 
spite o f  a reference to  the objective constr­
aints on anti-capitalist programs im posed by  
the capitalist system  itself, we are assured 
that a Labor government “ could introduce 
socialist measures (nationalisation o f  corp­
orations w ithout com pensation, under work­
ers’ class pow er) to  counter managerial pow ­
er, and begin the long process o f  bringing 
the state under peop le’s power.”A little  fur­
ther on it turns out that it is not the capit­
alist system  that defeats this revisionist 
dream, but a coalition inside the ALP o f  
“ new intellectual middle classes” and “ the 
petit-bourgeoisie represented by small cap­
italists and the labor aristocracy”.
Instead o f  a consistent m ethodology, 
there is a mishmash o f  them es lifted  from  
a variety o f  social and econom ic theories 
including, in the second last chapter, marxism. 
In the absence o f  a sound materialist basis, a 
good deal o f  conspiracy theory enters into the 
book. The greatest howler in this regard is the 
theory that w om en’s liberation is an OECD 
plot (p .37).
The other substantial weakness o f  the book
- related to  the first - is that it is saturated with 
jargon. Firstly, a lo t o f  technical terms, from  
bourgeois econom ics in the main, are used 
w ithout explanation. These terms could have 
been sim ply explained, if not dispensed with 
altogether. Secondly., m ost o f  the book  is 
written in an idiom  made fashionable in a 
very restricted qircle by the ‘Financial R eview’.
This idiom is not only obscure: it encourages 
positive obscurantism. Thus, Connor’s plans 
to  develop Australian fossil fuel resources are 
attributed to  “ Gigantomania” and compared  
with Stalin’s “ obvious Freudian inspiration” 
to “litter the Soviet countryside with huge 
hydro-electric schem es” (p .49). A consider­
able number o f working terms, like “ Tweedle­
dum /Tw eedledee syndrom e” and “ Whitlam 
inflation” echo this subjectivist slant.
Nevertheless, the book has its uses for the 
left, quite apart from the negative one of 
criticising the le f t’s own approach to  the ALP. 
It provides a comprehensive account o f  ALP 
policies that can be integrated into a marxist 
analysis o f Australian capitalism and a marx­
ist explanation o f  the ALP itself. Such an ex­
planation would have to  be founded on the 
marxist theory o f  the state, including the 
role played in the state apparatus by parties 
with working class electoral bases and the 
consequent political dom ination over that 
class by the state. Certain specific them es 
treated by Catley and McFarlane feed very 
well into this marxist project, particularly 
the ALP’s extrem ely bureaucratic style o f  
government (in spite o f  all its vapourings 
about “ open governm ent” ) and the merit­
ocratic ideology peddled by contem porary  
social democrats here and overseas. In for­
eign policy, as the authors point out, the 
ALP’s falling in step with post-Vietnam  im p­
erialist strategy has added tw o new twists to  
Australia’s junior partner role to  the major 
imperialist powers: firstly, Australia is to  be­
com e the springboard into Asia as, in Whit­
lam ’s words “ an offshore factory” ; and sec­
ondly, posing as a raw materials supplier, 
Australia is to  seek admission into the Third 
World com m unity as an Imperialist Trojan 
Horse (a role that the Israeli state has been 
playing for som e tim e).
A negative virtue, but still a com m endable 
one, is the authors’ refusal to  get involved in 
the le f t’s problem o f how  to  relate to  the 
ALP -- a problem that must be left to  activists 
since it involves som e fine judgm ents about 
working class perceptions of, and com m itm ent 
to , this party. There can, as the authors im ply, 
be no question o f  a working class party coll­
aborating in the im plem entation o f  the ALP’s 
overall plan. The task o f  the left is rather to  
work for the defeat o f  that plan, and in so 
doing, win the working class to  socialist pol­
itics. The STATED tactic o f  serious left 
groups is to  mobilise around certain issues 
raised by the ALP, such as socialised medicine
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and the takeover o f  the Australian econom y  
by the multi-national corporations, and to  
push those issues in a revolutionary direction. 
This tactic, while correct, is insufficient.
What is also required -  and here Catley and 
McFarlane’s work acquires its greatest relev­
ance -- is an understanding o f  how  Labor’s 
plan works, the dangers it entails for the lab­
or m ovem ent, and the specific points at which 
it must be defeated. It is in this area that many 
sections o f  the left have been particularly tim ­
orous, and have show n little  com bativity or 
inclination to produce the constant “ political 
arraignment” o f the regime that Lenin deem ­
ed so essential.
So what dangers does the ALP in office  
pose the working class? Firstly, the dropping 
o f equality in favour o f  meritocracy is not a 
merely ideological shift. As Warren has poin­
ted out in the British case, the first Wilson 
government actually reversed the trend for 
the share o f wages in the national incom e to  
increase, it le ft lower incom e earners worse 
o ff and it deliberately pursued deflationary 
policies which resulted in large-scale unem ­
ploym ent. Had it not been for the fact that 
a militant working class defeated Wilson’s 
incom es policy and industrial legislation, 
matters w ould have been worse still. As the 
authors o f  the Cambridge University study 
‘Do Trade Unions Cause Inflation?’ com m ­
ent:
“ It seems to  be the fate o f Labor Govern­
m ents in Britain to  tax em ployees more heav­
ily (or restrain their real wages more effect­
ively). Indeed, it alm ost appears........as if
the objective econom ic-historical role o f the 
British Labor Party is to  do (no doubt des­
pite itself) those things to  the workers that 
Conservative Governments are unable to  d o .”
I especially com m end Catley and McFar­
lane’s book  to  those who doubt that similar 
observations do, our could, apply to Aust­
ralia.
The second, more long-term danger a 
Labor government poses to  the labor m ove­
ment is that o f  total absorption into the 
capitalist state apparatus. Catley and Mo- 
Farlane quote a Swedish democratic cabin­
et minister as saying:
“ Our aim is the establishm ent o f  a corp­
orate state. We are aware o f  the abuses o f  
the system , as in Fascist Italy, and we intend
to avoid them . But corporation has succeeded  
in the labor market, and we believe it is the  
solution for the w hole o f society . Technology  
demands the collective.” (p .44).
Enough said.
In spite o f  what we now  know  about the  
ALP, the left may properly work to  preserve 
it in government for the sake o f  enhanced  
openings for raising revolutionary demands, 
conditions for struggle and the experience  
o f “reform ism ” that Labor governments 
afford. But it is vital that this strategy should  
not collapse into supporting Labor willy-nilly, 
or act as a prohibition on trenchant criticism  
o f the ALP. Here, above all, the first rule o f  
revolutionary politics applies: tell it like it is.
In recom m ending that people read this 
book, I do not recom m end that they buy it: 
$3 .50  for 88 pages (excluding appendices) in 
a paperback edition is outrageous. Borrow it, 
rip it o ff, or achieve the same result at a 
fraction o f  the cost in tim e and m oney, by  
reading the same authors’ article on the ALP 
in ‘Intervention’ No. 3.
* * * *
FOOTNOTES
1. Review o f W. Beckerman (ed.) ‘The 
Labour Governm ent’s Record 1964-1970  in 
‘Bulletin o f  the Conference o f  Socialist Ec­
onom ists’, Autumn 1973 , p. 108. Far from  
recognising the similarity betw een the British 
and Australian Labor Parties, our authors un­
favourably compare the ALP’s abandonm ent 
o f nationalisation with the British Party’s 
“radical and thoroughgoing program” o f  nat­
ionalisation (p .53). Warren rightly dismisses 
this program as a “ relapse into demagogic 
‘le ftis t’ opportunism ”, (p .115).
2. D. Jackson, H.A. Turner and F. Wilk­
inson (Occasional Paper No. 36, Cambridge 
University Press, 1972), p. 81.
By JA NNA THOMPSON
From Tweedledum  to  Tweedledee, by 
Robert Catley and Bruce McFarlane is a 
book which probably expresses the disill­
usionm ent o f  many left wing people who
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have left the ALP or remain, but w ithout 
much enthusiasm . Its argument is that the 
ALP’s overall aim is to  manage capital more 
efficiently  and its policies contribute to  this 
end. Thus, there is no real difference b e t­
ween the Liberal Party and the ALP. In fact, 
we are given the impression that the ALP 
could d o  more harm to  the interests o f  the 
working class than the Liberals by using 
its influence with working class organisat­
ions to  get them  to  accept an incom es pol­
icy and productivity deals.
The book  is reminiscent o f  Miliband’s 
‘Parliamentary Socialism ’ in which the his­
tory o f the British Labor Party is presented  
as a series o f  betrayals o f the working class 
by their parliamentary leaders. Like Miliband, 
the authors adopt the tone o f  betrayed trust. 
They have seen through it all, and now  they  
have the painful duty o f  enlightening their 
readers. So we are supposed to  be shocked  
that a Labor government would plan imper­
ialist expansion in Indonesia; we are meant 
to  be revolted by the spectacle o f Labor Min­
isters disguising capitalist interests under the 
cloak o f  nationalism; we are supposed to  
cry shame when we find out what C onnor’s 
resource protection policy am ounts to.
Righteous indignation has fuelled many 
a left wing m ovem ent but it is no substitute 
for a correct understanding o f  the situation. 
As an analysis o f  Whitlam’s government in 
action ‘Tweedledum  and Tw eedledee’ leaves 
a lo t to  be desired.
Behind a lo t o f  the argument in this book  
is the idea that the nature o f  the Labor Party 
was altered by men like Whitlam and Hayden. 
Catley and McFarlane see Labor’s past as 
being both  a Golden Age and the Stone Age. 
The old leaders are referred to  as ‘paleo-lab- 
orites’, but at the same tim e, they see the 
Party in the old days as com m itted to  redis­
tribution o f  incom e and nationalisation o f  
private power. (The authors have a touching  
faith in this supposed com m itm ent, probably 
the result o f  not having a Labor government 
for so long.) N ow, under Whitlam and his 
technocrats, the ALP has becom e a party 
wedded to  capitalism. These technocrats have 
redefined equality as equality o f  opportunity  
and show  no interest at all in nationalising 
private power.
The authors do not have much to  say 
about why Whitlam and his technocrats 
were able to  take control of, and alter the 
direction of, the Labor Party. They seem
to  accept the idea o f  Pannekoek that the 
entry o f  intellectual middle class in to  labor 
parties resulted in reformist theory' and prac­
tice -  and Whitlam type policies. But exactly  
why these intellectuals should be interested  
in ensuring more profitability for capital is 
not explained.
The main thesis o f  the book  is that far 
from advancing haphazard and unco-ordinat- 
ed policies (as many people believe) the tech­
nocratic laborites have deliberately adopted  
goals and strategies in accordance with the 
recom m endations o f the Paris-based OECD 
(Organisation for Econom ic Co-operation  
and D evelopm ent) o f  which Australia is a 
member.
They cite the follow ing as evidence to  
support their thesis:
1. OECD did make recom m endations 
for Australia (such as suggesting som e tariff 
barriers should be rem oved), som e o f  which 
the Labor Government has follow ed.
2. Labor ministers and advisers have been  
known to refer favourably to  OECD guide­
lines.
3. The policies put forward by the Gov­
ernment on a wide range o f matters fit into  
OECD strategy. (For instance, Labor supp­
ort for equal pay, day care centres can be 
seen as an attem pt to  tap a previously under­
used source o f  labor -  what the OECD rec­
omm ends for overcoming labor power short­
ages which plague European capitalist soc­
ieties.
None o f  this goes very far. Of course, it 
is perfectly possible that ALP ministers do  
follow  OECD guidelines, and likely that 
som e o f  them  do so som e o f  the tim e. But 
the authors have not proved that they have 
a master strategy supplied by the OECD 
for making capitalism run more efficiently. 
Their attem pt to  show  that ALP policies 
can be seen as contributing to  a more e ff­
icient, harmonious capitalism d oesn’t do 
the job. For w ithout to o  much strain on 
the imagination you can see anything the 
ALP could possibly do short o f  declaring 
the Australian People’s State as contributing 
to  the functioning o f  capitalism. Giving aid 
to Aborigines helps to  prevent costly  racial 
strife and may help som e Aborigines becom e 
skilled workers so they can contribute to  an 
econom y which needs skilled labor. Higher 
pensions will help relieve worker dissatis­
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faction with their lo t in the present system . 
Another problem is that the OECD guidelines 
which the authors m ention are sim ply K eyne­
sian strategies or the collected  wisdom  (if you  
can call it that) o f capitalist countries who  
have faced similar problem s (like inflation, 
under-production, manpower shortages, 
strikes, e tc .). So it w ould not be surprising 
if many o f  the ALP’s econom ic policies 
were not in accordance with them , as would  
be the econom ic policies o f  similarly placed 
capitalist countries, whether members o f  
the OECD or not.
Is there any evidence to  suppose that the 
Labor Government has anything that can 
be called a master plan? If they do then we 
would expect to  find from a study o f  the 
government in action som e order in the way 
policies were put into effect: in their timing, 
the way they com plem ent each other. I don’t 
have the impression that things happened in 
this way. What appears to  have happened is 
that ministers began with som e ideas about 
what they wanted, som e ideas about what 
needed doing, that their ideas were m odified  
by those o f  their staff and by interest groups; 
that ministers produced their policies w ithout 
too  much attention to  policies o f  other minis­
ters, with which they were som etim es in con ­
flict. That these policies are coherent and 
com patible only in the sense that they all 
presuppose as given the capitalist framework. 
(What else is new !)
What account o f Labor Government pro­
grams and strategies we should adopt o f  
course depends on a detailed study o f  their 
decision making. But Catley and McFarlane 
do not attem pt such a study. What is surprising 
and startling in their thesis is unproved. What 
is acceptable, namely that the ALP operates 
in capitalist framework, is not surprising or 
startling.
What is worth remarking on is the assump­
tion underlying their thesis, the idea that the  
Labor Party has been taken over and re-orient- 
ed by a group o f technocrats w hose plans and 
goals determ ine its direction. Catley and Mc­
Farlane toy  with the idea that the direction  
o f the Party and the Government is determ in­
ed largely by social and econom ic ‘realities’ 
and not by the men w ho happen to  hold o ff­
ice (“ Labor is in office , it is not in POWER.” ) 
But this idea does not enter into the main arg­
uments o f the book. Only if the technocratic- 
laborites are in control o f  the direction o f  
ALP policy does it make sense to  condem n  
them for failing to  be radicals. Only under
this assumption does it becom e plausible to  
suppose that the ALP has a master plan 
which determ ines the direction o f  the Labor 
Government.
One obvious shortcom ing o f  the assump­
tion is that it does not allow for contribution  
to  government policy making by any group 
outside o f  politicians and their advisers, e x ­
cept in a negative way (like resisting the im ­
plem entation o f  a policy). At one point the  
authors do say that WEL forced the govern­
m ent to  agree to  the principle o f  equal pay 
for w om en, som ething they were at first 
unwilling to  do. But they also say that offer­
ing equal pay is part o f  OECD strategy for 
encouraging w om en to  com e into the work 
force. So presumably, it was part o f  Labor’s 
plan, to o . Should the authors be allowed to  
have it both ways?
A marxist analysis o f  the course o f  a lab­
or government would try to account for the  
direction o f  its activities in terms o f  the 
forces acting on the econom ic and social struc­
ture, the crises o f  modern capitalism and the  
need to  alleviate social ills that they cause. 
Catley and McFarlane’s account is not a marx­
ist analysis. At tim es it borders on a conspir­
acy thesis.
Another assumption o f  the authors which 
has to  be challenged is the idea o f  the class 
struggle that lies behind many o f  their rem­
arks. The class struggle, according to  this 
idea, is the basic conflict betw een workers 
who create value and capitalists who exprop­
riate m ost o f  it. Capitalists try to  cover up 
this conflict by introducing or encouraging 
“non-class” issues: w om en’s liberation, con ­
sumerism, own hom e ownership, education  
reform, and trying to  pretend that interests 
o f workers and capitalists are largely the 
same. Many o f  the social m ovem ents are 
thus treated shortly and sharply. Consumer 
groups are sim ply contributing to  the con­
sumer ethos o f  capitalist society. People 
concerned with ecological problem s are 
associated by the authors with the Club o f  
Rom e and Ehrlich and then dismissed as 
“eco-freaks” or members o f “radical chic 
m ovem ents”. W omen’s liberation is said 
to  be all right as long as wom en fight as 
part o f  the working class and not just as 
wom en. Catley and McFarlane worry ab­
out the danger that those trying to  split 
the working class might encourage women  
to  believe that it is men and not capitalism  
whic*1 oppresses them . The problem with 
this idea is that women do often have to
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struggle against particular men -- a husband, 
a trade union leader. Should working class 
w om en cease their struggle for equality in 
working class organisations for fear that 
this might threaten working class solidarity? 
The reader is alm ost le ft with the impress­
ion that i t ’s not a good thing for women  
to  leave the hom e and go into the work 
force -- when their doing so contributes to  
capitalist aims.
In their rapid dismissal o f  non-working  
class m ovem ents, Catley and McFarlane 
do not m ention the argument o f  som e social­
ists that such m ovem ents (like the ecology  
m ovem ents) can present a serious challenge 
to  capitalism. I suspect that they are blink­
ered by a narrow view o f the contradictions 
in a modern capitalist society. If on the con ­
trary, we hold that the socialisation o f  prod­
uction in a society  like ours has resulted in 
the penetration o f  capitalist needs and values 
into all areas o f  life: male-female relations, 
the fam ily, the schools, etc., then we hold  
that fighting capitalism means fighting on 
many fronts at once. That people som etim es 
join the struggle as members o f  a com m unity  
or as w om en does not mean that they nec­
essarily cease to  fight for the interests o f  the  
working class -  i.e. for the overthrowing o f  
capitalism.
One question that the book raises but 
does not answer is whether capitalism can 
be managed efficiently . Catley and McFar­
lane are concerned to  uncover the stratag­
ems o f  the ALP and not to  say anything  
about h ow  successful these stratagems are 
likely to  be. I suspect that behind the 
authors’ warnings about the atom isation  
o f the working class is the fear that OECD 
policies could actually work. This fear is 
probably unfounded. Work done recently  
in political econom y, such as that o f  Claus 
Offe and James O’Conner suggests that 
problem s created by the capitalist econom y  
create the need for welfare services and 
other state expenditures, and these expend­
itures in turn cause a fiscal crisis for the  
capitalist state. According to  this view, 
governments far from  pursuing a strategy 
are desperately trying to  deal with pressing 
problem s which cannot be solve in the cap­
italist framework.
A book  like “ Tweedledum and Tweedle- 
dee” should be judged not only for the 
ideas it puts forward but also for its im plic­
ation for socialist practice. In this respect, 
it is worse than useless. The message that
com es forward is that socialists should con­
cern them selves with the real class struggle 
and not issues that capitalists use to  divert 
the attention o f  the workers. But how  does 
the socialist m eet up with the real class 
struggle? The problem revolutionaries face 
in a society like ours is that m ost m ovem ents 
and struggles that workers and others engage 
in are reformist in character (at least on the 
surface) and thus in the style o f  Catley and 
McFarlane can be shown to  contribute direct­
ly  or indirectly to  the functioning o f  capital­
ism or the m ystification o f  the working class. 
So we seem  to  be faced with the choice o f  
keeping our hands clean and doing nothing 
or having to  worry about whether our actions 
aren’t giving aid and com fort to  the class en­
em y. There is no attitude which is more like­
ly  to  lead to  the irrelevancy o f  the socialist 
m ovem ent and a loss o f  contact w ith the 
workers and oppressed groups.
The title “ Tweedledum and T w eedledee” 
suggests that there is no essential difference 
betw een the ALP and the Liberals. Indeed, 
both parties function in the capitalist system  
and both therefore have to  deal w ith the pro­
blem s o f  econom ics and society  that are 
created by that system . But to  say this is to  
speak in generalities. When we com e dow n to  
the level where we work and live, then the 
Tweedledum and Tweedledee idea becom es 
less attractive. Although Liberal and ALP 
policies look  much the same, our good sense 
tells us that Liberals would be som ewhat 
more reluctant to  spend on social services 
and more eager to  make the poor pay, that 
education reforms would not have top  pri­
ority, that there would be fewer qualms about 
increasing unem ploym ent. These may amount 
to  quantitative differences, but they do make 
a difference to  those people w hose interests 
socialists are supposed to  be concerned about. 
To forget this is to  ensure that socialist intell­
ectuals will never gain the confidence o f  work­
ing people.
By PAT VORT-RONALD
The W omen’s Liberation M ovement has 
existed in m ost States in Australia since 1968  
or earlier. In that period its loose structure 
and the differing views o f  the w om en involved  
have produced varying analyses o f  the position  
o f w om en in Australia, and various strategies 
for changing it. Among these, as in other mov­
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ements such as the trade union m ovem ent, 
have been reformist and non-marxist strateg­
ies. In spite o f  differences, several central 
demands have clearly emerged:
1. The demand for w om en’s control o f  
their own bodies through free and available 
contraception and abortion, sex education  
and health facilities.
2. The demand for social responsibility, 
involving both men and wom en, for house­
work and child care.
3. The demand for an end to  discrimin­
ation against wom en in the workforce, incl­
uding one rate for the job, an end to  “ m ale” 
and “ fem ale” classifications and training, in 
the school system , in apprenticeships and 
on the job.
Socialist and working class w om en have 
been involved in this m ovem ent, and its first 
national conference was on the subject o f  
women in the workforce. W omen’s liberation  
has played a large part in pressurising various 
governments, em ployers and the trade union  
m ovem ent to  recognise w om en as workers 
entitled to  the same pay and conditions as 
men, and in encouraging and supporting  
women w ho have taken traditionally “ m ale” 
jobs.
In addition, it has influenced many soc­
ialist groups, som e o f  w hom  now  include its 
basic demands as part o f  the struggle for 
socialism.
Finally, it has worked in conjunction  
with other groups on the left: participation  
in the Sydney May Day rallies is just one 
example o f  this.
In view o f  these basic facts, it is surpris­
ing, to  say the least, to  read in Catley and 
McFarlane’s ‘From Tweedledum  to  Tweedle- 
dee: The New Labor Government in Austral­
ia: a critique o f  its social m odel’ that W omen’s 
Liberation is nothing more nor less than a 
capitalist p lot, whose aims are indistinguish­
able from those o f  OECD-inspired Labor pol­
icy. These claims, preposterous as they are, 
are worth exam ination because the b o o k ’s 
them e is an im portant and valid one, and 
will be read by many on the left.
W omen’s Liberation is seen as an OECD 
plot on tw o grounds:
1. It is seen as part o f OECD plans to  
“atom ise” workers so  that they turn to  “ non­
class” issues.
2. It is seen as part o f  a manpower policy  
which plans the size o f  the w orkforce: w om ­
en are to  be substituted for, or used to  supp­
lem ent, expensive immigration schem es. (1)
The Labor Government is claimed to  be 
supporting W omen’s Liberation to  these ends.
One w ould expect a substantial argument 
to  back up these claims, but no evidence 
whatsoever is given to  support them . All we 
are told  is that various sections o f  the capit­
alist class and the Labor Government are 
supporting a series o f  lim ited reforms to  en­
courage more married wom en into the work­
force. (2 ) Instead o f  serious political argu­
ment, the authors label W omen’s Liberation- 
ists as “libbers” w ho preach “sex war”, (3) 
the same tactic as is used by the capitalist 
press against the w om en’s m ovem ent. This 
tactic is also used by  sections o f  the le ft which 
refuse to  recognise that wom en are oppressed  
in a specific way under capitalism, that only  
their own struggles can end this oppression, 
even in the context o f a socialist revolution, 
and that this struggle is a vital part o f  the anti­
capitalist forces. Here, it is worthwhile rem­
embering what August Bebel had to  say about 
unprincipled opposition to  w om en’s struggles 
on the part o f  male socialists:
“ There are socialists who are not less opp­
osed to  the emancipation o f  w om en than 
the capitalist to  socialism. Every socialist 
recognises the dependence o f  the work­
man on the capitalist and cannot under­
stand that others, and especially the capit­
alists them selves, should fail to  recognise 
it a lso ; but the same socialist o ften  does 
not recognise the dependence o f  w om en  
on men because the question touches his 
own dear self more or less nearly.” (4)
In addition to  blind prejudice, the authors 
reveal an abysmal ignorance o f the demands 
o f W omen’s Liberation. They show  that 
OECD policy on the entry o f  wom en into  
the workforce is designed specifically so as 
NOT to  interfere w ith the nuclear fam ily  
under capitalism (5 ) Any knowledge o f  Wom­
en ’s Liberation critiques o f the fam ily under 
capitalism show s that such reformism is inc­
om patible w ith W omen’s Liberation strategy 
which aims at the abolition o f  the nuclear 
fam ily as the basic social unit o f  society . One
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might as well say that the struggles o f  work­
ers for better pay and conditions are indis­
tinguishable from  OECD policies o f  job en­
richm ent and worker participation schem es! 
Of course, the authors are at pains to  point 
out the necessary antagonism betw een the 
latter tw o, but are blind to  the fact that the 
same antagonism exists betw een the real 
struggles o f  wom en for liberation and OECD’s 
attem pts to  integrate them into the work­
force at capital’s convenience. This blind­
ness is the stranger in view o f  their unack­
nowledged use o f  an article by Margaret 
Benston, a well-known marxist w om en’s 
liberationist, as a basis for their criticism  
o f OECD “ human capital” theories about 
the fam ily. (6). The title o f the article is 
given, but not the author, nor the source; 
perhaps it would have been too  embarrass­
ing to  admit that an important marxist crit­
ique o f the fam ily and w om en’s position  
under capitalism could com e from the Wom­
en ’s Liberation Movement!
Having issued such a blanket condem nat­
ion o f  W omen’s Liberation, the authors att­
em pt to  mitigate it som ewhat by isolating  
and praising W omen’s Electoral Lobby, which  
they regard as the good proletarian elem ent 
o f an otherwise bourgeois m ovem ent. WEL 
is hailed as a group o f  “thinking working 
w om en” who, UNLIKE Women’s Liberation, 
demand equal treatment for women work­
ers. (7 ) Once again, this is just plain inaccur­
ate, since W omen’s Liberation was demanding 
this before WEL came into existence. The dis­
tortions which the authors are willing to  en­
gage in to  praise WEL at the expense o f  Wom­
en ’s Liberation are illustrated by their analy­
sis o f  the “ equal pay” bribe attached to  the 
Decem ber 1973 incom es and prices control 
referendum. According to  them , it was WEL 
pressure which succeeded in having “ equal 
pay” added to  the Government’s promises.
If this is true (and given the inaccuracies o f  
the rest o f  the section, it may well not be), 
it would seem  to  be a serious concession to  
a class collaborationist policy o f  incom es 
control, for very doubtful benefits, since the  
kind o f  “ equal pay” promised was not spec­
ified, but government policy at that tim e was 
only for “ equal pay for work o f  equal value”. 
And wom en, at least, know what kind o f a 
fraud that policy was! But such a concess­
ion is hailed by the authors as “ a blow  for 
class politics! What kind o f  class analysis 
is this?
The authors not only distort the politics 
o f the w om en’s m ovem ent according to
their own prejudices, but they also show  a 
com plete lack o f  understanding o f  the tac­
tics o f  the struggle against OECD-type ref­
orms. As to  the former: the W omen’s m ove­
m ent already contains wom en o f  very differ­
ent political viewpoints, but this does not 
prevent tactical alliances to  achieve certain 
goals. Such alliances are also form ed in the 
workers’ m ovem ent. The authors offer no 
principled criticism o f  the actual concrete 
politics o f  either W omen’s Liberation or 
WEL; they offer instead a tissue o f  simplis­
tic generalisations and downright fallacies, 
and ludicrous attem pts to  aplit the m ove­
m ent into “ good” and “bad” elem ents acc­
ording to their own confused and ill-informed 
criteria. Such ignorance and prejudice can 
do nothing but harm to  both the w om en’s 
and workers’ m ovem ents.
A final point must be made concerning the 
authors’ tendency to  im ply that women  
should NOT enter the workforce, in view o f  
the fact that sections o f  the capitalist class 
and the capitalist state want them  to  do so. 
This is an utterly inadequate response, since 
the struggle for equality in regard to  work 
is crucial for w om en to  gain independence  
and challenge the sexual division o f  labor. 
What we must do is demand to  enter the 
workforce ON OUR OWN TERMS, which 
means demands at the same tim e for control 
o f our own bodies, and the socialisation o f  
housework and child care. These demands 
are quite distinct from OECD-type plans 
which in no way challenge the nuclear fam­
ily under capitalism,and from strictly reform­
ist demands based on the notion  o f  “ equality” 
for women within the capitalist system .
FOOTNOTES
1. Catley & McFarlane, op. cit. pp. 37-8.
2. Ibid., p. 38.
3. Ibid., pp. 42 and 41;
4. Bebel, A. “ Women in the Past, Present 
and Future” (1883 ), London, William 
Reeves, 1886 , p. 113.
5. Catley & McFarlane, op. cit. p. 39..
6. Ibid. pp. 39 - 40.
7. Ibid. p. 42.
8. Ibid. loc. cit.
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discussion
SUCHTING COMMENTS
My half-colum n letter in the March-April 
issue attracted two-and-one-half colum ns o f  
editorial com m ent. I would like to  make a 
few  remarks by way o f  rejoinder. I do not 
intend at present to  pursue the matter any 
further after this.
1. A large part o f  your com m ents was 
taken up with making points on which I 
would have thought it clear there was no  
difference o f  opinion betw een us. U ncond­
itional opposition to  resolving theoretical 
and policy differences by administrative 
means, and “substitutionism ” in general 
are examples.
By making these points at great length 
in com m enting on my letter, AS THOUGH
BY WAY OF REBUTTAL, a quite mislead­
ing impression o f  the views represented by 
my letter may well have been given to  som e 
readers. At any rate you  certainly made 
very much easier the task o f anyone who  
wishes to  misrepresent those views.
Similarly, I assumed it to  be obvious 
that my reference to  “the repression o f  
people for thier political and ideological 
beliefs”, especially when taken in the con­
tex t o f  the exam ple I gave, did not mean 
what various passages in your com m ents 
more than merely insinuated they meant, 
namely, peop le’s being subject to  repress­
ion “merely because they believe in the 
old system , in religion or som e other non- 
marxist system  o f  b eliefs” etc. etc. OF
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COURSE, I primarily meant beliefs as e x ­
pressed in actions o f  a sort likely to  affect 
the basic viability o f  a revolutionary order. 
To that exten t, we seem  to  agree again. 
(Nevertheless there are actions and actions. 
What w ould you say, for exam ple, about 
the use o f  privately owned media to  
spread false inform ation and inflamm atory 
opinions in circumstances which could en­
danger a genuinely socialist government?
Or the continued em ploym ent o f major 
functionaries in the old state-apparatus 
where perhaps what is in question are not 
concrete actions but potential ones? The 
case o f  Chile can again furnish materials 
for exam ples.)
2. If you  went on at great length about 
matters concerning which it is not clear 
that there is any difference betw een us, you  
virtually abstained from saying anything at 
all on what I clearly pointed to  as the CEN­
TRAL question o f  my letter, on which  
there is obvious disagreement betw een us. 
This is the matter o f  defending a policy by  
reference to  “human rights” rather than 
from a class standpoint. Though more ab­
stract than the issues raised above, it is also 
more im m ediate, for it is relevant to  the way 
in which a w hole range o f theoretical and 
policy questions are posed and answered.
You continue to  affirm the “hum anistic” 
view (to give it a name which no doubt you  
would warmly approve of). Now  Marx and 
the classic marxists have always explicitly  
rejected this sort o f  advocacy. (See, to  take 
a couple o f  exam ples from many, Marx’s 
position on the Irish question o f his tim e and 
the American Civil War.) Of course, this it­
self does not autom atically oblige marxists 
to  do likewise. But it does put the onus on  
them  to  produce a justification for not 
doing so.
I cannot find any such justification in 
either the original editorial or in your lat­
est com m ents. You do observe that the 
concrete application o f  the class standpoint 
is often  very d ifficult. And so on. But noth­
ing much is going to  be resolved by appeal­
ing to  banalities o f  this sort.
Marx and the rest did not reject the  
“hum anistic” standpoint for no reason. To 
begin w ith, it is unnecessary to  use it. For 
exam ple, theccrimes o f Stalin were not ag­
ainst “human rights”, but against genuine 
socialism, which is totally incom patible
with massive deception, arbitrary arrest, 
nation-wide coercion, bureaucratic privil­
ege, and so forth. (See Trotsky’s ‘Their 
Morals and ours’.)
But not only is it unnecessary, it is pos­
itively dangerous. Why? Briefly, because it 
works to  blur politically crucial differences, 
to  DISARM, whereas the class standpoint 
does the opposite. Let Marx have the final 
word here. The antithesis betw een private 
property and working class interests, he 
writes in ‘The German Ideology’, is absolute:
“ If, then, the theoretical representat­
ives o f the proletariat wish their lit­
erary activity to  have any practical 
effect, they must first and forem ost 
insist that all phrases be sw ept aside 
which tend to  dim the realisation o f  
the sharpness o f  this opposition , all 
phrases tending to  conceal this opp­
osition and giving the bourgeois a 
chance toaapproach the com m unists 
for sa fety ’s sake on the strength o f
their philanthropic en thusiasm s.....
it i s ..... nccessary to  resist all phrases
which obscure and d ilu te ..... the real­
isation that com m unism  is totally  
opposed to  the existing world order.”
(p .529)
-- Wal Suchting
ULSTER IN PERSPECTIVE
Ruaric D ixon’s analysis o f  the Northern 
Ireland situation is certainly useful, especial­
ly  his insistence that the sense o f  separate 
identity experienced by the Ulster Protest­
ant com m unity has been historically deter­
mined. But, in the first place, he misjudges 
the historical forces which gave rise to  this 
sense o f  separate identity, positing them  in 
the specific nature o f  capitalist DEVELOP­
MENT in Northern Ireland and, secondly, 
his concentration on just one aspect o f  the 
situation leads on to  a “blinkered” analysis 
o f the situation as a w hole. Consequently, 
the suggestions he makes for the realisation 
o f socialism in Ireland are utterly unrealistic
The political clim ate in Ulster was alrea-
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dy set in the pattern it has long since ret­
ained as early as the 17th century. The sep­
aratism o f  the Scotch-Irish has its origins in 
the Ulster Plantation, in their determ ination 
to  hold on to  the land that they had acqui­
red and their fear o f th e  dispossessed native 
Irish, who naturally resented such a massive 
influx o f population. An ‘us-them ’ psychol­
ogy was thus im m ediately created by this 
net transfer o f  econom ic resources. Un­
doubtedly the particular form o f  capitalist 
developm ent in Ulster, especially in the 
19th century, considerably strengthened 
the Protestant sense o f  separate identity  
but it was not its cause. Its REAL ROOTS 
lie in the original and persistent fear of 
the Scotch-Irish that their recently, and in 
time not so recently acquired econom ic  
predominance might at any m om ent be 
cynically and ruthlessly destroyed by an 
outburst o f  Catholic fury. Indeed not on­
ly their property but their very lives were 
at issue. This was no imaginary fear, as 
the events o f  the 1640s amply illustrate. 
Obviously, this fear dim inished as their 
security and numbers increased and the 
fam ous or infam ous Battle o f  the Boyne 
in 1690 was indeed decisive in this resp­
ect for it confirm ed the Cromwellian 
settlem ent and, more im portantly, was 
almost im m ediately fo llow ed  by the en­
actm ent o f  the Penal Laws which effect­
ively squashed native Irish resistance, 
for the foreseeable future at any rate. 
Catholic resentm ent nonetheless persis­
ted.
Sectarian strife had existed in one form  
or another throughout the century and 
became particularly acute in the 1790s in 
the southern Ulster counties, especially  
Armagh The m ost im portant cause was a 
keen com petition  for tenancies, resulting 
from the sharp rise in population. Protest­
ant farmers feared that they might be ous­
ted by Roman Catholics, whose low er stan­
dard of living enabled them  to  outbid protes- 
tant com petitors. They organised them selves 
into armed bands which terrorised the local 
Catholic population in an attem pt to  make 
them  leave the countryside. The latter re­
acted by setting up a counter-organisation
-  the ‘D efenders’ -  and clashes betw een the 
tw o groups were frequent and often  fatal.
It was also at this tim e that the Protestants, 
after a victorious encounter with the Def­
enders, set up an ‘Orange S ociety” to  protect 
their own im m ediate interests and to  perpet­
uate the protestant ascendancy. Moreover, 
when the insurrection o f  ’98 took  place, 
inspired by genuinely Republican principles, 
it was essentially a protestant affair in the 
North. In the South, the rising was largely 
confined to  the County o f  Wexford where 
Father John Murphy led the rebels. This 
leadership gave the rising an essentially rel­
igious character; and though the rebels had 
the support o f  a few  protestant radicals, 
they regarded protestants in general as their 
enem ies, to  be attacked, plundered and even 
slaughtered, simply for being protestants.
There would appear then to  be som e 
grounds for the thesis that the phenom enon  
o f protestant sectarianism is essentially der­
ivative, dependent for its existence on a 
threat from subversive Catholics, be the e l­
em ent o f subversion the W hiteboys, the Def­
enders or the IRA. R econciliation then would  
seem to  depend on eliminating this threat.
But what this thesis fails to  take into account 
is the institutionalisation o f protestant sect­
arianism caused by the establishment o f  the 
state o f  Northern Ireland and its consequent 
transformation into a positive force. There 
can be no doubt that the institutionalisation  
of sectarian attitudes considerably strength­
ened them . With the creation o f  Storm ont, 
there now  existed a concrete em bodim ent 
o f protestant predominance for all to  see and 
it was expressly recognised as such by prot­
estant politicians and people alike, and indeed 
by the native Irish.
The im portance o f  this feedback from the 
specifically political and institutional has not 
been sufficiently stressed by Irish historians. 
The main effect o f  the Government o f  Ire­
land Act (1 9 2 0 ) was to  raise the self-esteem  
o f the protestant worker, who tended there­
after to  conceive o f  him self as a fully fledged  
member o f  the ruling class. As a result o f  50 
odd years o f  U nionist dom ination, he has now  
acquired a positive Ulster identity which ex ­
ists in its own right and is no longer sim ply 
reactive, i.e. dependent on the existence o f  a 
tangible Catholic threat. The creation o f  Stor­
m ont thus greatly diminished the chances o f  
sectarianism sim ply fading away with tim e 
and with the developm ent o f a new style o f  
capitalist enterprise. (I have in mind here 
the transition from the paternalist to  the m on­
opolistic managerial style o f capitalism which 
Paul Nursey-Bray describes in his article, p .38). 
Considered in terms o f its ultim ate effects, 
the passing o f  the Government o f  Ireland Act 
was perhaps the m ost reactionary event in 
Irish political history for it effectively pre­
cluded the possibility o f  genuine working 
class solidarity emerging.
If this analysis is correct, then Nursey- 
Bray’s estim ation o f  the manipulatory pow ­
ers o f  the bourgeoisie is at least exaggerated.
In its origins, sectarianism (or racialism in 
clerical garb if you  prefer) was very much a 
grass roots affair. Of course it has on occas­
ion been deliberately fostered by the bourg­
eoisie to  fragment the working class m ove­
m ent, but to  focus unduly on this ‘exp loitat­
ive’ aspect o f  sectarianism, is to  run the risk 
o f missing the real source o f its strength. Un­
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fortunately this means that we can take only  
very cold  com fort from Nursey-Bray’s asser­
tion that
“the capitalist classes in Britain and 
Ireland no longer have any interest in 
fostering the false consciousness o f  
sectarianism ..... ” (p .46).
As far as the British Government is con ­
cerned, the preservation o f the status quo in 
Northern Ireland, however advantageous to  
British capital in the past, is no longer worth 
the expense. This fact finds concrete express­
ion on the streets o f  Belfast when British 
army violence is directed at Protestant work­
ers anxious to  retain the existing order and 
not just at Catholic workers, anxious to  und­
ermine it. But the consequence o f  all this has 
been a reinforcem ent and refinem ent o f  Uls­
ter Nationalist sentim ent, which now  exists 
for the first tim e in an undiluted form.
D ixon speaks very glibly at tim es as if 
the Northern Catholics simply w eren’t there, 
or are so small numerically as to  be p olitic­
ally insignificant, whereas in fact th ey  con ­
stitute nearly 40 per cent o f the population. 
With incredible and dangerous naivete, he su­
ggests th a t:
“ R ecognition o f the right o f  Ulster to  
exist outside the Irish con text may allow  
Protestant fears surrounding what am­
ounts to  U lster’s ‘national question’ to  
subm erge.” (p .51).
But recognition by whom o f what? Does 
he seriously think that Ulster Catholics will 
ever recognise the right o f their Protestant 
overlords to  im pose second class citizenship  
on them  or that the Provisional IRA will 
sacrifice its aim o f a Gaelic Republic or that 
the Marxist Official IRA will conveniently  
cease to  strive for an all-Ireland Socialist 
State?
The best that can be said for D ixon’s an­
alysis is that it would have been appropriate 
in the early phase o f  the civil rights m ove­
m ent. The latter was a mass m ovem ent by  
Catholics, w ith som e radical Protestant sup­
port but the crucial point about it was its 
im plicit recognition o f  the legitim acy o f  the 
state o f  Northern Ireland. The catchcry was 
“ British rights for British citizens”. N orth­
ern Ireland then was the proper con text for 
understanding the situation at that stage.
At that stage in the developm ent o f  an 
ongoing situation, D ixon’s analysis would  
have been directly pertinent. Northern Ire­
land was indeed the proper context for an 
appreciation o f  the problem. We could ag­
ree that recognition of the right o f  Ulster 
to  exist separately might allow Protestant
fears to  subside, hence facilitating the em ­
ergence o f  real social issues. For a while, 
this seem ed a real possibility. But circum­
stances have altered drastically since then. 
The Orange faction in the Unionist Party 
succeeded in ousting the reform ist Prime 
Minister, Captain O’Neill and this ultim ately  
brought about a resurgence o f Republican 
extrem ism . To assert the right o f  Ulster to  
an independent existence now  means in e ff­
ect that IRA activism must be permanently 
smashed, and this is quite im possible. Rep­
ublican extrem ism  can never be w holly sup­
pressed. For better or worse, the Irish dim­
ension is now  a reality.
Does the fact that m ost Northern Irish 
workers conceive o f  them selves as being 
either Irish Catholic or Ulster Protestant 
rather than as working class mean that they  
are in a state o f false consciousness? Ob­
viously, in one sense they are, since their 
preoccupation with the question as to  
whether the state should or should not ex ­
ist precludes any serious focussing on social 
issues o f  com m on concern; yet in another 
sense they are not, for their concern with 
‘national’ liberation, as conceived by both  
groups, is no less real than that o f the V iet­
namese peasant struggling against American 
imperialism, even if the socialistic content 
o f their national aspirations is considerably  
less. Regrettably, we must recognise the 
difficulty o f  focussing attention  on social 
matters o f  real im port while the national 
questions remains unresolved.
If socialism is to  be achieved in Ireland 
from what kind o f perspective should the 
polarity in the Irish working class be viewed? 
We have to  make a choice as to  which con ­
text, the Irish or the ‘Ulster’ is more approp­
riate. I would argue in favour o f  the former. 
The best, indeed the on ly , hope for socialism  
lies in a dismantling o f  the political apparat­
us o f  Protestant sectarianism and the setting 
up o f  a United Ireland. Such a course is o f  
course fraught with formidable difficulties, 
the main one being the certainty o f  bitter 
Protestant opposition, but then what course 
isn’t? If it took  nearly 50 years for Northern 
Irish Catholics to  begin to  accept the polit­
ical status quo in Ulster, we can at least 
hope that the Protestants might becom e re­
conciled to  the new regime, if  it should  
ever materialise, even sooner, given the fact 
that they would be deprived o f  the hope, 
which the Northern Catholic always had, o f 
intervention on their behalf by a sym pathet­
ic neighbouring power. It was this hope 
which kept Republicanism alive in the North 
during fifty  years o f  Unionist dom ination  
but it would appear that if Ireland was united 
politically, Britain would assuredly grasp the 
opportunity o f extricating itself from the 
Irish bog once and for all, thus leaving the
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Ulster Protestant com m unity with no option  
but to  accom m odate itself, sooner or later, 
to  the new regime. For the m om ent, then, 
it may indeed be a false analysis, as Dixon  
points out, to  regard the Ulster Protestant 
workers as a sub-species o f  the Irish working 
class, but ultim ately to  so regard them may 
be the only way to achieve working class 
solidarity, and hence socialism, in Ireland.
-  B.T. Trainor
MARXIST TH EO RY  OF CRISIS
In ALR (March 19 7 4 ) P. Vort-Ronald dis­
cusses the marxist theory o f  econom ic crisis. 
She develops Marx’s view that with capitalism  
there is a tendency for the rate o f  profit to  
fall. For Marx, the rate o f  profit is the rate 
o f return on total outlays, or --
i'rofit or Surplus v 100  
Rate o f Profit = Qutlays —
for + Wages
capital (2) 
equipm ent
(1 )
In explaining the tendency, Marx assumes 
that profit and wages rise at the same rate but 
outlays for constant capital rise at a faster 
rate than outlays on wages, i.e. the value o f  
capital used per worker increases.
With these assumptions, since outlays for 
constant capital are rising at a faster rate than 
outlays on wages they will also rise at a faster 
rate than profit — wages and profit are seen as 
rising at the same rate.
From the equation above, it follow s that 
there will be a tendency for the rate o f  profit 
to  fall. There are counteracting tendencies.
This is why Marx talks o f a tendency for the 
rate o f profit to  fall. Since profitability (the 
rate o f p rofit) is the m otive force in capit­
alist econom y, a fall in the rate o f  profit 
will lead to  low er levels o f  output and em p­
loym ent and econom ic crisis.
The destruction o f  capital values during 
the crisis restores the rate o f  profit and thus 
the resumption o f  capital accum ulation, an­
other cycle o f  recovery, boom , crisis, recess­
ion.
In the article, problem s o f realisation are 
seen as secondary to  those o f  production.
I have no doubt that there is a tendency
for the rate o f  profit to  fall. In this letter, I 
want to  make tw o points. I will endeavour 
to  show  that problems o f realisation play a 
key part in Marx’s explanation o f econom ic  
crisis. Secondly, I will express disagreements 
with the analysis given o f capitalism since 
1945.
Marx discusses the tendency for the rate 
o f profit to  fall in V ol. 3, Chs. 13-15 . If this 
letter encourages a reading or re-reading o f  
these stimulating pages, then it will be w orth­
while.
In discussing the falling rate o f profit, 
Marx divides the process o f production into  
tw o stages. (3) The object o f the first stage, 
“direct production” , is the creation o f  sur­
plus value. The only lim it to  the expansion  
o f capital at this stage is “the productive 
power o f so c ie ty ” (3) i.e. the labor and cap­
ital available. Why then does the boom  al­
ways end in econom ic crisis? After surplus 
value has been produced, there com es what 
Marx calls “ the second act o f  the process”
(3); “ The entire mass o f  co m m o d itie s .......
must be so ld” (3). “ If this is not done, or 
only partly accom plished” the production  
o f surplus value may yield no surplus to  the 
capitalist, or only “ a portion o f the prod­
uced surplus value” . (4)
Periodically, “T oo many com m odities are 
produced to  permit o f a realisation o f the 
value and surplus value contained in them  
under the conditions o f distribution and 
consum ption peculiar to  capitalist product­
ion, that is, too  many to  permit o f  the con­
tinuation o f this process w ithout ever recurr­
ing exp losions”. (5 )
Marx writes:
“The last cause o f all real crisis always re­
mains the poverty and restricted consum p­
tion o f  the masses as compared to  the ten ­
dency o f capitalist production to  develop 
the productive forces in such a way, that 
only the absolute power o f consum ption  
of the entire society would be their lim it.” 
(6 )
We can now gather together the strands in 
Marx’s theory o f econom ic crisis. In the first 
stage o f the productive process the more rap­
id growth o f constant capital (instruments o f  
production) relative to  variable capital is fav­
ourable to  the further accumulation o f capit­
al. What is involved is measures to  cut costs 
e.g. through more advanced technology.
At the second stage o f production, the  
main thing is a sufficient rate o f  growth in 
demand. Measures to  cut costs (e.g. real wages 
as a lower percentage o f rising levels o f  ou t­
put) are favourable to  capital accumulation  
at the first stage in the process but at the
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second stage they depress demand and there­
fore the possibility o f realising o f  value and 
surplus value on the market. While invest­
m ent in new projects (and incom e paym ents) 
and proceeding in the recovery-early boom  
stage the tendency to  over-production is 
hidden. It com es to  the surface when the 
capital goods are produced and increase prod­
uctive capacity. Then the exploitative cond­
itions under which capital is accum ulated  
becom es a barrier to  the expansion o f  the 
accum ulation process.
It is valuable to  compare the effects o f  an 
increase in capital goods and productive cap­
acity in a capitalist and a fully socialist soc­
iety . In a capitalist society the increase in
capital goods always leads to  an overproduc­
tion o f capital and an overproduction of 
goods, overproduction not in relation to the 
needs o f  society but in relation to  capitalist 
property relations. In a socialist society an 
increase in capital goods and productive 
capacity will result in reduced hours o f  
work, reduced prices, and/or higher real 
wages and welfare provisions.
I now  want to  use Australian experience 
to  test the theory that the process o f  capit­
al accum ulation, o f investm ent, runs up 
against the barrier o f  consum ption. The fo ll­
owing table gives figures relevant to  the 
four recovery-boom-crisis recession cycles 
since 1954:
RATE OF INCREASE IN “ REAL” G.N.P., CONSUMPTION, ETC. IN AUSTRALIA (7)
YEAR % increase in 
consum ption
% increase in 
gross private 
investment
% increase in 
em ploym ent
% increase 
in G.N.P.
1954-55 6.5 9.5 3.8 6.0
1955-56 3.0 4.9 3.3 4.9
1956-57 1.2 1.0 1.5 2.0
1957-58 3.3 5.4 1.2 2.1
1958-59 3.2 2.3 1.8 7.1
1959-60 6.7 12.1 3.1 4.2
1960-61 2.0 7.5 3.1 5.1
1961-62 2.3 -  4 .0 nil 0.7
1962-63 6.6 10.5 3.3 5.8
1963-64 5.9 11,9 3.9 6.6
1964-65 4.8 13.0 4.2 7.8
1965-66 2.1 4.4 3.4 1.0
1966-67 4.3 2.0 2.3 6.2
1967-68 5.1 6.1 2.7 3.4
1968-69 3.4 9.1 3.4 8.7
1969-70 6.0 5.0 3.5 5.5
1970-71 3.0 5.0 3.5 4 .2
1971-72 3.0 -  3J) 1.5 3.1
Trend rate
Start o f  the recession or “ dow nturn” is underlined. this colum n
= + 4.6%.
In each case, tw o years before the recess­
ion, i.e. in the boom , the indicators such as 
GNP are increasing at near or above trend 
rate. In the year before the recession the rate 
o f increase in consum ption declines, fo ll­
ow ed by recession.. This is consistent with an 
analysis showing that in each o f  the three re­
cessions since 1959 the turn from boom  to  
recession has seen a build-up o f  excess stocks. 
(8 )
The pattern is thus increased investment 
leading to  an “excess” o f  capital and com m ­
odities, a fall in the rate o f  profit, follow ed  
by reduced levels o f output and em ploym ent.
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CAPITALISM AND ECOLOGICAL 
QUESTIONS
Either surplus value is reinvested on an 
ever-expanding scale — or there is an econom ­
ic crisis. Thus the nature o f  capitalist accum ­
ulation leads to  depletion o f  scarce resources, 
pollution, and consum erism . The analysis 
shows the need for an econom y based on 
human, rational control and needs for eco l­
ogical as well as econom ic reasons.
P. VORT-RONALD ON POST-1939 
CAPITALISM
The developing contradictions o f  capital­
ism, indicated by Marx, led to  mass unem p­
loym ent and the general crisis o f  capitalism  
o f the 1930s. The last 30 years have seen a 
return to  high growth rates in “ developed” 
capitalist countries and relative to  full em p­
loym ent. How do we explain the change?
The above analysis suggests that since 1939  
there must be som e NEW offsetting factor 
or factors to  the tendency o f  the rate o f  
profit to  fall.
The main single factor has been the inc­
reased role o f government, particularly the 
massive increase in government spending, 
including spending on wars and the after- 
math o f wars, e.g. the cold war and the re­
equipping o f  West German and Japanese 
industry after the Second World War. Dis­
cussing the way in which military spending 
has had the effect o f  ending mass unem p­
loym ent, J. R obinson com m ents “ the cure, 
m ost o f us w ould agree, is even worse than 
the disease”. (9)
Between 1929  and 1969 , in the US, con ­
sum ption expenditure as a percentage o f  
GNP declined by 12.9 per cent. The com p­
ensating factor was a rise o f  14 .5  per cent 
in government purchases as a percentage 
o f GNP. (10 )
P. Vort-Ronald argues against this anal­
ysis. She agrees that government spending 
may have a stim ulating effect thus aiding 
certain sections o f  capitalists, it may prov­
ide the infrastructure, etc. But, “overall, 
government expenditure prevents the growth 
o f total social capital”. “ It prevents capital­
ist accum ulation in that it uses surplus val­
ue that would otherwise have been available 
to  capitalists for further accum ulation.” 
Government expenditure is seen as “ unprod­
uctive” because it does not produce any 
surplus value.
The argument suggests that if there was 
no government intervention, any surplus 
available for reinvestm ent would in fact be 
reinvested. But the earlier analysis establish­
ed the fact that periodically capitalist accum­
ulation produces an excess o f  capital and o f  
surplus value seeking profitable investm ent.
In the 1930s. this was a chronic condition. 
Why the change since 1939? A new o ffse tt­
ing factor to  stagnation developed — vast in­
creases in government spending.
Experience show s that to  the exten t that 
it is financed by taxes on loans from capit­
alists, i.e. from surplus value, state expendit­
ures “ in the form o f  armament orders and 
ancillary expenditure .... play today a leading 
role in the functioning o f modern capitalism .”
(1 1 ).
I agreed with the emphasis placed in the 
article on government expenditures as con ­
tributing to  inflation. The war in Vietnam is 
a case in point. But a discussion o f  causes o f  
modern inflation requires som e treatm ent 
o f the influence o f m onopoly.
Summed up, I think the article is a clear 
explanation o f what I see as one side o f  
Marx’s explanation o f  econom ic crisis -- and 
it is a basis for further discussion. I do not 
think the article takes adequate account o f  
problem s o f  realisation and the new features 
o f capitalism in this century.
-  C. Silver.
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